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“There are but two roads that lead to an
important goal and to the doing of great things:
strength and perseverance. Strength is the
lot of but a few priviledged men; but austere
perseverance, harsh and continuous, may be
employed by the smallest of us and rarely
fails of its purpose, for its silent power grows
irresistibly greater with time.”
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Faust: First Part
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Abstract
In nature we can find self-organized systems from the size of a few atoms to the cosmo-
logic scale. The structures found in self-organized systems are formed by non-equilibrium
processes, in which matter and energy are dissipated. On the other hand, the simplest
self-organized systems are those without feedback loops, in which self-assembled structures
are formed. In the present work, a general mechanism non-equilibrium self-assembled
structures with defined architecture is formulated with the purpose to describe thermody-
namically the self-assembly process out of equilibrium in the meso-scale and to evaluate the
thermodynamic viability of the structures. Therefore, we define the fundamental building
block, the order of the structures and the fundamental sub-processes that compose the
non-equilibrium self-assembly process. Once this is defined, a mathematical model is de-
veloped, obtaining a system of Fokker-Planck equations which describe the intermediate
structures in the self-assembly process. The model is validated from experimental data
found in the literature. The gelification process and the Liesegang-type pattern formation
process are taken as case studies for the model validation. Also the conjecture of the min-
imum change in the total entropy generated is formulated, which allows us to relate the
thermodynamic viability of the possible self-assembled structures with the total entropy
produced for their formation. Here the conjecture is confirmed for the case studies men-
tioned above, gelification and Liesegang type patterns. From the mechanism, the model
and the proposed conjecture, several self-assembled and even self-organized systems could
be studied. In addition, the present work opens a new window for the analysis, control and
optimization of self-assembled structures in the fields of materials science, nano-technology
and biophysics. Finally from the proposed conjecture, we obtain an alternative approach
for the evolution in self-organized systems, since this non-Darwinian model describe the
evolution driven by dissipative forces.
Keywords: Nonequilibrium processes, Thermodynamics, Gels, Liesegang Patterns, Mesostruc-




En la naturaleza podemos encontrar sistemas auto-organizados desde el tamaño de unos
cuantos átomos hasta el mismo universo. Las estructuras encontradas en los sistemas
auto-organizados se forman mediante procesos de no-equilibrio, en los que se disipa ma-
teria y enerǵıa. Por otra parte, los sistemas auto-organizados más sencillos son aquellos
sin lazos de realimentación, en los que se forman estructuras auto-ensambladas. En el
presente trabajo se formula un mecanismo general del auto-ensamble de no-equilibrio de
estructuras con arquitectura definida con el objetivo de describir termodinámicamente el
proceso de auto-ensamblaje fuera del equilibrio en la meso-escala y evaluar la viabilidad
termodinámica de las estructuras. Para ello se define el bloque fundamental de ensamble, el
orden de las estructuras y los sub-procesos fundamentales que componen el auto-ensamble
de no-equilibrio. Una vez definido esto, se desarrolla un modelo matemático en el que se
obtiene un sistema de ecuaciones tipo Fokker-Planck para describir las estructuras interme-
dias en el proceso de auto-ensamble. El modelo se valida a partir de datos experimentales
encontrados en la literatura. Se toman como casos de estudio el proceso de gelificación
y el proceso de formación de patrones tipo Liesegang para la validación. Luego se for-
mula la conjetura del mı́nimo cambio en la entroṕıa total generada, la cual nos permite
relacionar la viabilidad termodinámica de las posibles estructuras auto-ensambladas con la
entroṕıa total producida para su formación. Donde se confirma la conjetura para los casos
de estudio mencionados anteriormente, gelificación y patrones tipo Liesegang. A partir
del mecanismo, el modelo y la conjetura propuesta, se podŕıan estudiar varios sistemas
auto-ensamblados e incluso auto-organizados. Además con el presente trabajo se abre una
nueva ventana para el análisis, control y optimización de estructuras auto-ensambladas en
los campos de la ciencia de materiales, nano-tecnoloǵıa y biof́ısica. Finalmente, a partir de
la propuesta de la conjetura, obtenemos un enfoque diferente sobre la evolución de sistemas
auto-organizados, ya que este modelo no-Darwiniano describe la evolución impulsada por
fuerzas disipativas.
Palabras clave: Procesos de no-equilibrio, Termodinámica, Geles, Patrones de Liesegang,
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The universe is a complex and non-homogeneous network where there are colossal struc-
tures with patterns, the galaxies. Every galaxy is composed of systems and objects inter-
acting in a certain way, allowing the formation of the galaxy. Since the universe is in a
expansion period, we can say that there are forces that drive the dynamic evolution of it
[1]. These forces are internal, different from zero and they enable the formation of patterns
and structures (galaxies). Because the galaxies are not shrinking and even we find pattern
formation in them, we could see the universe and the galaxies as a cosmological example
of self-organized systems [2]. In view of the above, we can have a partial definition about
self-organization, where it is the capacity of a system to arrange or re-arrange its compo-
nents spontaneously without the action of external forces from a more disordered initial
state to a more ordered state.
In one galaxy, there is a system with a small object named planet earth, in which exist
the most complex form of self-organization as far as we know, living beings [3]. At the
beginning, when the earth had no atmosphere, possibly a primitive self-organized system
emerged in order to use ”efficiently” the sunlight [4]. But this primitive system could had
evolved in a more complex structure increasing the energy dissipation [5].Even there was
an interesting hypothesis named the Gaia principle [6], which establish that the earth could
be seen as a self-regulated system out of the equilibrium which harbor the live. Thus from
its out of equilibrium features, the whole system dissipate energy and stabilize the complex
structures (biotic and non-biotic) [7].
Self organized systems are composed by dissipative structures with certain degree of or-
ganization, either as spacial patterns or hierarchical structures. A dissipative structure is
characterized by a spontaneous symmetry breaking and the formation of complex structures
where interacting particles have long-range correlations [8]. The structures exist because
the energy or mass inputs, however non-continuous inputs could trigger the formation
of dissipative structures [9], even non-homogeneous (or non-symmetric) initial conditions
could promote the self-organization [10]. Also self-organized system exhibits complex feed
back loops, which produce interesting features such as self-healing, self-replication, self-
cleaning, among others. For instance, in cells there are self-assembled structures, which
are organized relative to one another into hierarchical patterns driven by a constant input
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of energy and with several feedback loops; this higher degree of organization is known as
self-organization [11].
Therefore, self-organized systems could be defined as systems which break the symme-
try (homogeneity), arranging or re-arranging its fundamental components spontaneously
without the action of external forces, to finally produce dissipative structures which are
sustained by means of matter and energy dissipation, and which could build/become more
complex structures. Some illustrations of self-organized structures are shown in the Fig.
1.1. It is shown a galaxy and the saturn’s rings as a cosmological examples (Fig.1.1(a-b)).
The hurricane and the jungle are non-biotic and biotic examples of self-organized struc-
tures terrestrial scale (Fig.1.1(c-d)). Finally, bacterial colony and connected neurons are
illustration of living systems exhibiting self-organization (Fig.1.1(e-f)).
Figure 1.1: Self-Organized (SO) structures. (a)Galaxy and (b) Saturn’s rings as cosmolog-
ical SO structures. (c) Hurricane and (d) Jungle as terrestrial SO structures.
(e) Bacterial colony and (f) Connected neurons as living SO structures. Taken
from [12–17]
1.2 Self-assembled structures
Supramolecular chemistry and the corresponding fields in physics and biology provide
ways and means to understand the complexity of matter through self-organization [18].
3
1 Introduction
Currently, in science and engineering, one of the goals is to perform artificial self-organized
systems in which a functional entity is driven and dynamically instructed among other
possible components, in a post-darwinian process [19]. In some systems, the molecular con-
stituents may self-assembled to produce complex ordered structures [20] with advanced dy-
namic features such as the adaptability (self-healing, self-replication, self-cleaning, among
others).
The first step to implement man made self-organized systems (less complex SO system)
is to carry out a higher level self-assembled systems. This higher level is known as dissipa-
tive self-assembled (DSA) or dynamic self-assembled (DySA) system, which can evolve into
controllable structures over space and time. Self assembly (SA) is found from supramolec-
ular chemistry until the planetary one, where SA is referred to the spontaneous formation
of organized structures from many discrete components that interact with another directly
or indirectly through their environment. Besides, the assembling components may also
be subject to many external potentials such as electromagnetic or chemical gradients [11].
Some present and future applications of man made SA systems are crystallization at all
scales, robotics and manufacturing, nano-science and technology, microelectronics and net-
ted systems [21].
In the last years, the importance of understanding how are triggered physically and
chemically the processes of construction and organization of matter across extended and
multiple length has been recognized[21] . Efforts have been done to present experimental
and heuristic guidelines for the design of hybrid nano-objects, nano-materials and advanced
materials [22]. These advanced materials are always processed out of thermodynamic equi-
librium and even some of them still in non equilibrium conditions [23].
1.3 Thermodynamics of self-assembled structures
It is important to highlight that there are two kinds of SA from a thermodynamic per-
spective. The difference lies in the thermodynamic description of the resulting structures,
where one type of SA structures is in equilibrium. The other is a stable non-equilibrium
structure which could be in a local minimum or can be maintained in an steady state
by a constant supply of energy, which is subsequently dissipated via entropy production
[20]. Nevertheless all SA systems have non-equilibrium processes and produce entropy [24].
In other words, SA systems are driven by forces, carrying out processes, which produce
entropy and trigger the formation of complex structures, therefore dissipative structures
are maintained because of the entropy production (or energy and matter dissipation), i.e,
metastable structures are found due to dissipative processes. The structures which dissi-
pate matter and energy, i.e, which are built from physical-chemical processes, where the
quality of the energy in the matter decrease, are able to form material structures, for in-























Figure 1.2: Classification of Self-Organized structures based on: (1) Dissipative nature, building processes dissipating
energy or building processes dissipating energy and matter. (2) Fundamental BB, structures built from
discrete-fundamental BB or from non-discrete (or non-material) components 3. Dynamic instabilities,




physical process where the quality of the energy decrease, are not able to build material
structures but energetic, as the hurricanes.
Recently, experiments have demonstrated that non-equilibrium self-assembled (NESA)
structures from fundamental and discrete building blocks, leads to the transient formation
of an active and advanced materials [26]. The properties of these material are such as
lifetime, stiffness and self-regeneration, where they depend of reaction and energy rates
instead of equilibrium compositions. On the other hand, the synthesis of different sizes of
meso-particles is important in designing meso-structured materials with advanced proper-
ties [27]. Where these kind of structures are the final state of non-equilibrium self-assembly
processes, in which are obtained NESA structures built from a discrete building block. Be-
sides, these processes are important in order to built new advanced surfaces with patterns
and/or meso-structures.
Figure 1.3: Self organized structures which dissipate only energy. (a) Patterned crystal
growth, (b) Particles ensemble in a rotational magneto-hydrodynamic, (c)
Saturn’s rings, (d) Liquid crystals, (e) River delta, (f) Benard cells, (g) nano-
wire network. Taken from [14, 20, 28–31]
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1.4 Self-Organized structures classification
Because there are several kinds of structures which are obtained from different processes,
here we expose a sort of classification for the self-organized structures based on its dis-
sipative nature, fundamental building block (BB), dynamics instabilities and final ther-
modynamic state. Structures produced from non-equilibrium processes can dissipate only
energy or dissipate matter and energy. They can be formed from a fundamental and dis-
crete building block or not. They can be formed from dynamic instabilities or not. They
can have an stable/meta-stable (thermodynamic minimum) or unstable thermodynamic fi-
nal state (maintained by constant dissipation). Here it is important to stress that temporal
stability not necessarily is a thermodynamic stability, also structures which just dissipate
energy do not need activation (by light, chemical or mechanical) in order to self-organize
themselves. In the Fig. 1.2, we show the scheme of the proposed classification.
Further we called non-equilibrium self-assembled (NESA) structures to the structures
which dissipate matter and/or energy in the process of building and use a discrete fun-
damental building block, instead of call them DSA or DySA structures as is found in
the literature. NESA final structure can be in a stable, meta-stable or unstable thermo-
dynamic state. Examples of man made NESA structures are most commonly found in
the top-down engineered mesoscopic regime [32] with hard inorganic or polymeric objects.
Otherwise, Fig.1.3, Fig.1.4 and Fig.1.5 illustrate some self-organized structures mentioned
in the Fig.1.2.
Figure 1.4: Self organized structures formed from dynamic instabilities and energy-matter
dissipation. (a) Liesegang rings, (b) chemobrionics, (c) Turing patterns, (d)
BZ reaction. Taken from [33]
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Figure 1.5: Self organized structures formed without dynamic instabilities but from
energy-matter dissipation. (a) artificial self-assembled microtubules, (b) Or-
thogonal DNA, (c) cell in a triangular arrange, (d) microtubules from natural
tubuline, (e) light controlled self-assembly. Taken from [21, 34–37]
1.5 Research problem
The synthesis of new materials has been inspired in nature, where self-organization fea-
tures are found [20]. Further, reaction-diffusion (RD) processes have shown potential for
the synthesis of self-assembled materials, with macroscopic and mesoscopic patterns [22],
and low energy consumption [38]. In science and engineering, surface modification in the
mesoscale by means of mechanic, physical and chemical processes have a special interest.
Specifically, the modified surfaces have interesting technological properties, such as lotus
effect [39] and efficiency increase in electrochemical cells [40]. Such surfaces show advanced
features due to the existence of NESA structures with defined architecture.
Because the MNET has a formalism able to describe the dynamics of small and non-
equilibrium systems at the mesoscale, here we hypothesize that one way to describe, predict
and control theoretically the formation of NESA structures, could be using the non equi-
librium mesoscopic thermodynamics (MNET) in non-isothermal RD system. Therefore,
in the present work we want to extend the current MNET formalism to propose a frame-
work such that enable the thermodynamic description and evaluation of NESA processes,
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where the formation of complex structures with defined architecture take place. Further,
the most important thermodynamic variables and parameters are identified and quantified
theoretically and computationally, for the NESA structure formation. Finally from the
extended formalism, some NESA systems are reproduced numerically and its viability is
evaluated.
The main objective is to formulate a general mechanism for the non-equilibrium self-
assembly and an extension of the MNET in non-isothermal reaction-diffusion systems, for
the thermodynamic evaluation of NESA processes, in which the formation of NESA struc-
tures with defined architecture take place from a fundamental and discrete building block.
The specific objectives are:
• To develop a mechanism for the formation of NESA structures built from a fundamental-
discrete building block.
• To extend the current formalism of the MNET to the description of the NESA struc-
tures, in order to incorporate processes such as self-assembly and agglomeration.
• To implement the theoretical fundamentals to model and obtain by means of compu-
tational simulation the NESA structures built from a fundamental-discrete building
block in homogeneous-reactive and non isothermal RD systems, to evaluate its ther-
modynamical viability in the framework of the extended MNET.
The present work is developed in the non equilibrium field because as it was mentioned,
advanced materials and self-organized take place out of equilibrium conditions, lacking of
a general theory to describe the formation processes [20]. Also, the most part of the self-
assembly theory has been developed in the field of equilibrium thermodynamics, were a
thermodynamic potential can be minimized in order to predict and control the final struc-
ture [41], but the whole range of SA systems take places out of equilibrium, limiting the
equilibrium approach[42].
Here we propose a general mechanism for the formation of NESA structures from a
fundamental-discrete building block, where the framework of the extended MNET is used
to obtain a system of like Fokker-Planck Equations (FPE), our mathematical model, which
is solved numerically in order to evaluate thermodynamically the viability of the structures.
We validate the model with experimental data from the literature for a NESA structure in
an homogeneous-reactive systems, producing gels. Also we validate the model obtaining
Liesegang patterns at the phenomenological scale for a non-isothermal RD system from
a NESA process. Finally we propose a dissipative potential to evaluate and predict the
viability of the NESA structures.
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Abstract Non equilibrium self-assembled structures have been recognized as important
components in nano-thecnology, advanced materials and even as the basis of the live. We
discuss how the NESA structures are built from fundamental and discrete building blocks,
where several functional kinds of structures can be obtained as a function of the dissipa-
tive nature of the process. Thermodynamics final states of the structures often define main
features, being metastable and dissipative structures more adaptable than the stable ones.
This discussion is very important because includes the fundamentals to understand the
way how NESA structures are built and how it works. Finally, a brief discussion about
possible thermodynamics principles based on entropy production is addressed, where we
want to find physical evidence of a hidden principle and later try to propose a new general
one.
“A theory unifying various types of dissipative systems would not only be relevant to
NESA but would ultimately bring us closer to the understanding of the life”, Fialkowski
et al. [20].
2.1 Introduction
Man made self-assembly (SA) systems emerged from supramolecular chemistry, however
SA could take place at all scales [21]. SA systems were visualized to be capable of spon-
taneously generating a well-defined supramolecular architecture by self-assembling from
their fundamental components under a given set of conditions [18].
SA provide us one solution to the fabrication of ordered aggregates from discrete and
fundamental components with sizes from nanometers to micrometers. This range of sizes
is important for the development of nanotechnology and the expansion of microelectronics.
Otherwise, knowing more about SA mechanisms, conditions and processes, may enable
us to understand biological structures and processes which dissipate matter and energy.
Using this knowledge, we would design nonbiological mimics of them and it will offer op-
portunities to build systems with new features [20].
NESA is an emerging area, therefore there is a lack of knowledge. We do not understand
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well how dissipation of energy leads to emergence of ordered structures from disordered
components. Nevertheless, it is known that energy and matter dissipation is crucially in
the cell [21].
The efforts done studying NESA systems which dissipate just energy brings lots of in-
formation for “smart”, adaptive and reconfigurable materials with applications such as
sensors, control systems, tunable optical elements and micro-devices. However, it is very
important to highlight the fact that the practical side of NESA must be correlated with
fundamental theoretical work on non equilibrium thermodynamics.
Here we present the main ideas and concepts developed in previous researches related
to SA structures, its building blocks and mechanisms. Besides, we discuss the limitations
of the current theory of NESA structures. Also we highlight the ways and conditions how
NESA structures are built in order to discuss in next chapters a possible general mechanism
and mathematical model. We present two works which are the cases study to test the model
proposed. Additionally, we present some efforts done in the field of thermodynamics to
describe the NESA structures from the entropy production. Because in next chapters we
discuss the importance of the model and to the entropy production computing. Finally,
we present the previous work which is the theoretical framework of the model that is built
in next chapters.
2.2 Building of NESA structures from fundamental blocks
One way/mechanism to build NESA structures is using organic components to trigger the
nucleation, growth, organization and transformation of inorganic or organic mesophases
to produce discrete integrated objects or higher-order structures under equilibrium and
non-equilibrium conditions. There is a proposed classification of SA structures as a func-
tion of the starting building block, thus the SA which start from a single object is named
as ”integrative SA”(see Fig. 1.5(a),(b)), where there are three systematic approaches re-
lated to the assembly mechanism [22]: nanoscale incertation, supramolecular wrapping and
nanostructure templating.
In the integrative SA, the organization of the structures is limited due to the grade of
constructional ordering and component placement, which depend on the level of specificity
encoded in the building blocks (BB). The formation of extended networks by interparticle
conjugation of the BB is mediated by electrostatic, steric, van der Waals, hydrophobic and
dipole-dipole interactions [38]. The construction of organized structures from stable build-
ing blocks with considerable anisotropy such as nano-sheets and nano-rods, is inherently
directional owing to entropic ordering [43].
On the other hand, the use of multiple BB with different nature, each one assembling
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into their own architecture, is other mechanism found to produce more complex structures.
This is called compartmentalization (see Fig.2.1) and it is mandatory for systems contain-
ing several incompatible processes or incompatible building blocks which have to function
in each others proximity [11]. The coupling among the different kinds of building blocks,
known as orthogonal self-assembly, can be defined as a function of the interactions, thus for
instance non coupled building blocks have Van Der Waals interactions, whilst completely
coupled building blocks have covalent bonds. In the Fig. 2.1 we show an scheme of the
different phase separation in the formation of SA structures as a function of the degree of
coupling between building blocks.
Figure 2.1: length of compartmentalization vs phase separating polymers (bulk scale),
confined or templated polymers (meso), orthogonally self-assembling build-
ing blocks (meso) or self-sorting building blocks (nano). Weak interactions
between the phase separating building blocks results in hierarchical self-
assembled materials. Full covalent interactions can evolve in phase separation
on the nano-scopic level [11].
Self-assembled structures from convergent pathways, such as the integrative self-assembly,
are usually found under equilibrium conditions, however some non-equilibrium processes
can own this mechanism [37]. Related to the processes “under quasi-equilibrium steps”,
the pre-organization of organic building blocks have been described by equilibrium theories
of self-assembly, which are based the free-energy minimization [44]. Nevertheless, a funda-
mental discussion could take place at this point because all the processes have an inherent
non-equilibrium nature, due to the existence of gradients and fluxes.
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Self-assembly with convergent pathways (integrative self-assembly) is prescriptive, initial-
state dependent, non-additive and persistent, where the self-assembly take place presence
of supramolecular pre-organization, site-directed inorganic nucleation, mesocrystal assem-
bly, biomolecular recognition and interparticle interactions. Resulting in structures in the
nano-scale, with complex intermediates, quasi-geometrical forms, unitary nano-objects,
forming extended networks and characterized by reversibility[22]. There, exist an equilib-
rium theory to describe the final structures but not its intermediates.
On the other hand, there are structures having a macromolecular encoding, with a sub-
set of crystal faces composed by primary nano-particles, where non-geometric forms such
as helical microstructures are spontaneously propagated by vectorial aggregation [22] (see
Fig.1.5(c),(d),(e)). The mechanism of these structures to hold such high level of align-
ment is unknown. However, dipole fields, steric-repulsion, superficials and polarization
forces could play an important role for the arrange and re-arreange of the structure. Also,
these competing forces maintain the system near the equilibrium, but not in equilibrium,
therefore the ordering process is locally confined in a local thermodynamic minimum. Be-
sides, if the self-assembled structures and/or the organic constituents (BB) are metastable,
major structural modifications might be expected compared with the equilibrium ones.
Thus, structures built from fundamental building blocks that undergo spontaneous order-
ing across several length scales in divergent pathways could result in complex hierarchical
structures [45], contrary to the structures obtained from equilibrium based integrative self-
assembly.
Self-assembly process taking place under non-equilibrium conditions, with fundamental
components which are able to self-assembled across several length scales, are classified as
transformative self-assembled and they have nonlinear and emergent behavior. Three kinds
of systems under non-equilibrium conditions are identified: First one, the self-organizing
media, which its components can re-arrange spontaneously into complex patterns due to
the competing between spatio-temporal gradients of temperature, pressure and chemical
potential. Second one, reaction-diffusion (RD) systems, which RD structures could be used
to organize nanoscale components into patterned arrangements. Third one,the structural
morphogenesis, which involves the transformation of amorphous states or metastable poly-
morphs into crystalline structures. These transformations may become coupled with local
fields and gradients to produce hybrid nano-structures with hierarchical organization and
complex architecture [22].
NESA final structures of higher-order at different length scales out of equilibrium, in-
volve divergent trajectories of assembly. They are non-prescriptive, non-initial dependent,
able to propagate in time-space, additive and competitive. They brake the symmetry of
the system and take place in diffusion-reaction, microphase partiotioning, mesoscale trans-
formations and instable processes. The resulting structures have multiple length scales,
high structural complexity, complex forms, patterning, irreversibility, hierarchy and sophis-
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ticated dynamics features. The internal forces compete, sustaining and propagating the
spontaneous ordering and transformation of meso-structures without the apparent inter-
vention of any principal organizing factor. Also, nonlinear phenomena in the self-assembled
system are highly demanding of information, therefore they depend on continuous flux and
dissipation of matter and energy to maintain complex interactions between the compo-
nents, such as in the living systems [22]. Living systems are in metastable states, i.e, they
have the capacity to respond functionally and structurally to external perturbations to
generate processes such as force transmission, mobility, adaptability , self-healing and self-
replication [11]. These systems are maintained by biochemical networks that are metastable
due to it is coupled with chemical reactions and diffusion processes [46].
Construction of non-equilibrium self-assembled structures must be controlled and di-
rected by interactive and opposite forces. These ones are capable of adapting to external
changes, by means of feedbacks loops in order to maintain the functional states of the struc-
ture [22]. Unfortunately, the number of such artificial systems remains limited and although
non-equilibrium self-assembly have been understanding across several length scales[47, 48],
we lack a theory to describe these systems!.
2.3 Thermodynamics of final NESA structures
As has been mentioned, final self-assembled structures can be divided in two classes from
a thermodynamic point of view: equilibrium self-assembly and out of equilibrium self-
assembly. The equilibrium structures do not dissipate or absorb energy, then any change
in the systems is a thermodynamic step out its global minimum, which is accompanied
with a Gibbs free energy penalty (A). Out of equilibrium structures can be divided into
two kinds: kinetically trapped in a local minima and dissipative unstable structures. The
structures trapped in a local minima, are in a potential well deep enough such that the
potential barrier to escape from the local minima is higher than the available thermal en-
ergy (B). Dissipative self-assembly structures are intrinsically unstables, which can only
be maintained in a steady state by constant supply of energy. This one is dissipated by
means of entropy production in the assembly and dis-assembly processes (C).[11]. In the
Fig. 2.2 is shown the thermodynamic landscape of the final NESA structures.
2.4 Examples of NESA structures
To assembly non-equilibrium structures, the systems should satisfy some conditions: First,
the system must be driven out of equilibrium by adding chemical, electromagnetic among
others kind of energy sources. This energy source activates the non-assembling precur-
sor (dis-activated building block) into a building block capable of self-assembling. The
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Figure 2.2: Gibss free energy landscape of (a) self-assembled structure in equilib-
rium,(b) metastable self-assembled structure and (c) dissipative structure self-
assembled. Building blocks and equilibrium structures in blue, activated build-
ing blocks and out of equilibrium NESA final structures in red. [11].
second conditions is related to the energy dissipation via entropy production, due to the
energy used in the activation is dissipated in the assembly processes [20]. Some well known
metastable final NESA structures are related to liquid crystals and some glass structures
[42]. Further, there are some examples of NESA structures, with its respective fundamental
mechanism and conditions, which can be metastable or dissipative:
The microtubules are NESA structures found in nature, where the fundamental building
block is the tubulin dimer, which is activated by GTP. The structure can dissipate the
energy by means of the assembly and dis-assembly. But if the conditions are adequate,
the tubulin could be found in a metastable thermodynamic state [36]. The same system
is able to form macroscopic patters under normal gravity conditions [49] or can be the
precursors (buildig blocks) of molecular motors with different architectures [50]. On the
other hand, we could find a systems with polymers which are activated by electromagnetic
waves, then they are capable to self-assembled to form a metastable gel [51], even can
produce dissipative gels [52]. Also, the NESA of meso-structures built from modified gold
nanoparticles which are activated by ligth is carried out [37], where the SA structure is
inherent dissipative [53]. The SA of a metastable gel is carried out by assembling of molecu-
lar building blocks controlled catalytically [26, 54], it means, SA activated by chemical fuel.
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The NESA of a gel by a chemical fuel was done [9]. This system meets all the require-
ments for non-equilibrium self-assembly; reaction of the dis-activated building block leads
to the activation, promoting the self-assembly. The dissipation takes place in the build-
ing up of fibers and the network of fibers (gel), which are self-assembled from the building
block. This system is a new approach towards complex self-assembled structures and smart
materials. Therefore it is mandatory to develop the thermodynamics theory around it.
Recently, it has been reported a synthesis method based on nucleation and particle
growth in a reaction-diffusion system in a gel matrix. The process yields a macroscopic
patterns like liesegang bands, composed by monodisperse nano and micro structures, with
the size of the structures varying in a predictable way band to band [27]. Fundamental
blocks are seen as the components which are able to nucleate. This synthesis approach is
known as bottom-up self-assembly, where different sizes of meso-structures are obtained
into spatially patterns. The size of the mesostructures can be controlled by changing the
parameters of the media, providing a new promising method to carried out man-made
self-assembled structures, which can be used as a versatile tool for material science. The
next step is related to the control of the mesostrucutre’s shape [27], besides due to the non-
equilibrium nature, models based on thermodynamic of small scales must be developed in
order to bring more knowledge for these kind of promising systems.
However, each example only represents a particular mechanism for the assembly of the
structures, then we identify that there is not a general mechanism for the assembly of
NESA structures. Also, we lack a general formalism to describe theoretically the forma-
tion of such structures. Nevertheless, the mesoscopic non-equilibrium thermodynamics
(MNET) seems to be a useful tool to develop a robust formalism to describe the processes
involved in the formation of NESA structures at all the scales.
2.5 Mesoscopic non-equilibrium thermodynamics
Mesoscopic dynamics of non equilibrium thermodynamic system is developed in [55] and
it provides a description of processes in small systems, in which ones take place several
phenomena of different nature, even the growing of structures with internal configurations.
This theory uses a probabilistic interpretation of the thermodynamics coupled with the
conservation law, which can be used to obtain Fokker-Planck type equations in the phase
space of the process. This approach provides a systematic method to obtain the stochastic
dynamics of a system directly from the equilibrium states and the second principle of the
thermodynamics.
There are several systems which can be studied with the from the mesoscopic perspective,
such as non linear kinetics in presence of potential barriers, activated processes [56], nucle-
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ation [57] and general small-scale biological systems [58] far from equilibrium. Furthermore,
MNET bring us a framework to study process such as: chemical reactions, kinetic cycles,
ion trans-location, molecular motors, protein folding, phase changes, adsorption, DNA zip,
transport in confined media, nucleation and self-assembly [59–63].
2.6 Proposed thermodynamic principles in the formation
of NESA structures
Although NESA structures have been studied intensively [8, 64–66], they are still poorly
understood, mostly because of the lack of general variational principles governing their
behaviors[20]. For NESA structures, the fundamental law of entropy maximization is not
valid because they could be in non-equilibrium state. The entropy production sustain the
structure by means of the matter and energy dissipation, thus increasing its entropy [8].
For non equilibrium systems, Prigogine proposed the variational principle of Minimum
Entropy Production,declaring the rate of entropy production is minimal at steady state.
Nevertheless, this principle only applies to systems following the linear non-equilibrium
thermodynamics, where the relation between fluxes and forces is a linear function [64].
Non equilibrium systems beyond the linear relation have been studied on the microscopic
level, using both numerical [67, 68] and analytical [69, 70] tools of statistical mechanics. It
appears that a very promising way to describe these systems is to explore the properties
of their phase space. In this approach, the second law of thermodynamics governing the
system’s evolution can be related to the topology of the phase space, where the system can
be described by deterministic equations [20].
Two possibles variational principles governing the time evolution of a system far form
equilibrium have been considered [20]. The first one is based on molecular-dynamics sim-
ulations of particles in shearing flow, and proposes that steady states driven by some
external field is determined by the minimum of the average phase space compression fac-
tor, which works even for systems breaking down the local equilibrium. Even in the linear
non-equilibrium state, that quantity represent exactly the entropy production and becomes
equivalent to the Prigogine’s principle [71]. The second approach is based on Lyapunov ex-
ponents [65, 66] and seems better to describe the NESA structures. And indisputably, the
progress in this field of research would be greatly facilitated, if theoretical work is developed
and experiments support it [20]. In magneto-hydrodynamics systems (with formation of
NESA structures) was studied the relation between the entropy production and the dissi-
pative forces through numerical simulations. It was found that steady-states into which the
system ultimately settles are described by the balance of assembling and dis-assembling
forces, and do not necessarily minimize the dissipation rates, as would be predicted by
Prigogine’s principle [32].
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Due to there are several results and proposed “principles” governing NESA structures,
it is important to develop a rigorous approach [72] to understand the NESA structures.
Mainly, the NESA system must have more than one possible structure. Thus, one could
calculate occurrence probabilities and finally relate them to the entropy production rates
(or energy dissipation rate). The NESA system must be studied for different “polymorfs”,
for which the probabilities of occurrence depend only on the entropy production rate. In
[72] is shown that NESA systems can produce both low and high dissipative structures. Be-
sides for systems with differences between the entropy production of the different structures
is high enough, the less dissipative structures becomes exponentially more likely. These
results demonstrate that nature prefers less dissipative structures, however it also allows
thermodynamically more dissipative structures to form spontaneously, although with an
exponential decreasing in the probability.The latter was proved in a magneto-hydrodynamic
system, where ”polymorfs” could be found and entropy production rates are easily com-
puted. Notice that the studies were carried out in this kind of system because for molecular
systems the entropy production cannot be determined accurately.
However, MNET provides a natural way to compute the entropy production in complex
systems. And remembering the importance and difficulty to compute the entropy pro-
duction in self-assembled systems [72], a small window was opened in [24] because they
computed the entropy production for the formation of a NESA structures. There a general
thermodynamic analysis was done for the self-assembly out of equilibrium of a gel [9].
2.7 Conclusions
2.7.1 Proposal of a model: Describing the formation of NESA
structures
SA systems are capable of spontaneously generating a well-defined architecture by self-
assembling from their components under a given set of conditions [18]. The organization
of individual structures is limited due to the extent of constructional ordering and compo-
nent placement, which depend on the level of specificity encoded in the building blocks[22].
NESA structures are built in physical-chemical process controlled kinetically by chem-
ical reactions, nucleation and transformations from dis-ordered to ordered state at the
mesoscale. Also NESA structures are capable of adapting to external changes, by means
of dissipation of matter and energy to maintain complex interactions between the compo-
nents, such as in the living systems [22]. Although NESA systems have been understood
across several length scales [21], NESA systems is an emerging area, so there is a lack of
knowledge and theory to describe these systems, i.e, we do not understand well how dissi-
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pation of energy leads to emergence of ordered structures from disordered components.
Therefore, it is mandatory to analyze the NESA structures from fundamental theoretical
work on non equilibrium thermodynamics [20]. Furthermore from a general mechanism, the
MNET could gives a solid formalism to build a general model to describe and analyze the
NESA structures. The general mechanism gives not only the description of SA dissipa-
tive structures but also metastable and stable SA structures by means of non equilibrium
processes. The model proposed is tested in different NESA systems reported in the lit-
erature. First, we want to verify our general mechanism and model in a simple NESA
system such as the one presented in [9]. There, a gel (metastable structure) is formed from
fundamental building blocks, which ones are activated by a chemical fuel. Second, we want
to extrapolate the last results to obtain NESA structures in a reaction-diffusion system
such as in [27], in which we find macroscopic patterns formation (higher hierarchical level
of organization) through non equilibrium processes with final structures in thermodynamic
equilibrium.
2.7.2 Thermodynamic analysis: Is there any functional which
evidence NESA structure formation?
NESA structures are still poorly understood, mostly because of the lack of general varia-
tional principles governing their behaviors [20]. Studies demonstrated for that while nature
prefers less dissipative structures, it also allows thermodynamically more dissipative struc-
tures. The deepest studies were done in a magneto-hydrodynamic system, where ”poly-
morfs” could be found and the entropy production rates are easily computed because of
the dissipative term. But, these studies were carried out in this kind of system because for
molecular systems the entropy production can not be determined accurately.[72]
However, the MNET provide us a natural way to compute the entropy production in
complex systems. Several phenomena of different nature take place, even the growing of
structures with internal configurations [24]. Therefore, it seems to be plausible the thermo-
dynamic evaluation of NESA structures as a function of the entropy production, computed
from the MNET. Finally, we could explore the possibility to find NESA structures in criti-
cal points or not, as a function of a organization parameter such as the number of building
blocks assembled, number of structures, among others.
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Abstract: Self-Assembled structures have been studied experimentally, where a funda-
mental building block has been identified in several systems. Here we define the building
block and its assembly centers, which could determine the kind of structures. Also, we
define the order of the structures and the sub-processes involved to its building, which
are activation, assembly and dis-assembly. Once we have identified the sub-processes,
we propose a general mechanism to finally develop a mathematical model based on the
mesoscopic non-equilibrium thermodynamics (MNET), obtaining a system of Fokker-Plank
equations. Additionally, the quasi-stationary and coarse-graining approach is done, giving
a macroscopic point of view to visualize easier the whole NESA process from our general
mechanism.
3.1 Introduction
The known universe is composed by self-organized (SO) systems, even the universe could
be seen as a self-organized system by itself [1, 2]. Besides, the origin of the life in our
planet could be addressed by the formation of dissipative structures [4], i.e, NESA struc-
tures in metastable or non stable states [3]. Actually, the whole planet earth can be seen
as a self-organized system [6] composed by other SO systems, where each SO systems are
maintained by means of the entropy generation [5, 7, 8, 73].
One of the objectives in science and engineering is to perform artificial self-organized
systems, in which a functional entity is driven and instructed dynamically among other
possible components [19]. Supramolecular Physical-chemistry provide ways to understand
the complexity of matter through self-organization [18]. In the last years has been recog-
nized the importance of understanding how are triggered, physically and chemically, the
processes of construction and organization of matter across extended and multiple length
[21].
Efforts have been done to present experimental and heuristic guidelines for the design
of hybrid nano-objects, nanomaterials and advanced materials [22]. Experiments demon-
strated that NESA structures, from fundamental and discrete building blocks, leads to
the transient formation of an active and advanced material [26]. The synthesis of different
sizes of meso-particles is important in designing meso-structured materials with advanced
properties [27]. Nevertheless, NESA systems is an emerging area, so there is a lack of knowl-
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edge and theory to describe these systems. We do not understand well how dissipation of
energy leads to emergence of ordered structures from disordered components [20]. In the
lack of a general description of NESA systems, researchers has developed computational
approaches. However, these approaches have technical challenges because the number of
particles needed to explain the mesoscale behavior is very large. A practical performance is
reached by numerical schemes based on continuum models, coarse-grained particle models
and implicit solvent models [53, 74]. These methods enable the possibility of simulating
larger systems for longer time, but they do not enable the quantification of the entropy pro-
duction naturally. Some examples of these numerical schemes are: Phase field approaches
[75], Coarse-grained Molecular Dynamics[76], Brownian dynamics methods [77] and Scaling
theory with kinetic Monte Carlo [53]. Besides for a magneto-hydrodynamic NESA system,
the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations on fluid motion was carried out. there, the
entropy production was related to the viscous dissipation function [72]. Nevertheless, in
this models, the entropy production and the building of the structures are independent
phenomena.
Experiments have demonstrated so far the formation of NESA structures. While simula-
tions have given more information and detail about the building of the structures. Even by
means of simulations, the entropy production can be computed [72], but there are technical
and conceptual limitations in the simulations and models used respectively [53]. Thus, the
purpose of this chapter is to develop a general mechanism for the self-assembly process
for the building of NESA structures. Thermodynamically stable, metastable and unsta-
ble structures can be obtained in the process. Next, we develop a mathematical model
using a system of Fokker-Plank equations derived from the MNET. The model that we
propose here takes into account the natural relation between the entropy production and
the building of the structures. Finally, the model could be used to study the viability of
the structures as a function of the entropy production.
3.2 General mechanism for the formation of NESA
structures
In the previous chapter, we realize the existence of fundamental and discrete building
blocks, which are able to self-assembly into structures, which could self-assembled into
other, thus forming different hierarchical structures in a system. Chemical, thermal and
electromagnetic forces drive the self-assembly. The presence of the forces activates the
building blocks, drive the assembly and trigger the dis-assembly.
We identify the fundamental and discrete building block as the principal object in the
NESA process. We propose three fundamental processes for the building of NESA struc-




3.2.1 Fundamental building block
In general, the resulting NESA structures depend on the nature of its building blocks
(BB). Here we characterize the fundamental BB with its assembly centers, by means of
the number of centers and internal configuration (energy and geometry). Here a necessary
condition for self-assembly is that BB must have two or more assembly centers. If the BB
has two centers, then there is just one way to carried out the assembly process. Moreover,
BB with more than two centers enable different ways of assembly, producing several struc-
tures from a particular BB. In the Fig. 3.1, we show a general fundamental BB with its
respective assembly centers.
Figure 3.1: Illustration of a general shaped fundamental building block with L assembly
centers. Each center is described for its unitary vector. It gives information
about the geometry of the assembled structure.
For instance, in the formation of linear fibers [9], the BB has two opposed assembly
center. For the formation of micro-tubules [36] or non linear fibers [52], we have BB blocks
with two asymmetric assembly centers. Light-induced self-assembly structures from BB of
nano-particles coated with photo-switchable molecules [37] have more than two symmetric
assembly centers.
3.2.2 Hierarchy of the NESA structures
In Fig. 2.1 is shown BB having covalent and non covalent interactions, which could trigger
the formation of hierarchical NESA structures. The hierarchy depends on the complexity
of the structures. Thus, one structure with higher hierarchy level is built from other less
complex structures with lower hierarchy level. Here we propose a hierarchy levels for the
structures as a function of the precedent BB and the strength in the interactions between
the BB. In the Fig. 3.2, we illustrate the levels of organization or hierarchy of the structures.
in the Fig. 3.2(a), we show the first order structures, which are built from the funda-
mental BB. Here, the fundamental BB are the simplest and smallest component able to
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self-assembled in the system. Here we represent the fundamental BB as a puzzle piece with
two assembly centers (triangle shape) to form first order structures (3.2(d)). First order
structures are expected to be built from covalent interactions between the fundamental BB.
Nevertheless, NESA processes without matter dissipation, has not covalent interaction but
other strong interactions (close gravitational forces, hydrogen bond, magnetic forces and
maybe ionic interactions).
Second order structures are built from first order structures. Here, the first order struc-
tures are seen as the BB of the second order ones (Fig. 3.2(b)). The interaction between the
BB (first order structures) are non covalent. Therefore, the assembly of the second order
structures does not dissipate matter. Here the secondary interactions take place through
the ”weaker” assembly centers with semi-circle shape, which represent weaker molecular
interactions.
While the hierarchy level of the structures increase, the strength in the interactions of
the BB decrease, but number of interactions must increase in order to maintain the struc-
ture. Higher order structures are built from lower order structures, like first and second
order ones, as is showed in the Fig. 3.2(c). At this point we could have a complex com-
partmentalization.
Figure 3.2: Illustration of hierarchy of the structures. (a) first order structures. (b) second
order structures. (c) Higher order structures.
3.2.3 NESA processes
We identify three fundamental processes for the construction of NESA structures: Activa-




previously, we showed the fundamental BB, but this is the activated state of the BB. Before
the fundamental BB is able to assembly itself, it must be activated in order to enable the
assembly centers. We call this step as the first order activation. In this case, we found in
the literature that BB can be activated by chemical [9, 11, 26, 36, 49, 78], light [37, 51–53]
or magnetic [20, 32, 72] forces.
The BB of the second order structures, i.e first order structures, can be activated in a
similar way. We call this step as the second order activation. Nevertheless, other mech-
anism and phenomena could take place in the second order activation. For instance, the
first order structure could reach certain size or shape enabling to trigger the assembly.
This is an example where assembly centers are formed by means of self-assembly. Other
example, where an enough number (or strength) of non covalent interaction between the
first order structures are formed, triggering the agglomeration of them. Here, we can see
several assembly centers without an specific orientation, promoting the degeneration of
the second order structures. This activation is not necessarily driven by chemical, light ot
magnetic forces.
BB of higher level structures requires the activation of the less complex structures. The
last ones are activated similarly as the first order structures. In fig. 3.3 we show the dif-
ferent kids of activation, where the blue block is the dis-activated BB.
(a) First order activation (b) Second order activation
Figure 3.3: Activation step sketch.
The activation step for the fundamental BB could be sequential because for each as-
sembly center is needed one activation. Moreover, activation could be done by means
of different mechanisms (electromagnetic, chemical or mechanical). Here we describe a
general activation step by chemical activator:
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Bq + C −−⇀↽− Bq+1
with C as the activator, Bq is the building block with q assembly centers, with Q as the
maximum number of assembly centers. In the Fig. 3.3(a), we illustrate the activation by
electromagnetic or mechanical forces. The second and higher order activation takes place
due to the amount or size of the structures reach certain limit, or maybe because change
of phase or state. Thus, we describe these activations as:
An −−⇀↽− Gn
Gm −−⇀↽− Hm
where An is the first order structure composed by n BB, Gn is the second order structure
composed of n BB and Hm is the higher order structure with m BB. These activations are
resumed in the Fig. 3.3(b)
Assembly
The assembly is a fundamental an reversible step for the building of each self-assembled
structure, either in or out equilibrium. We propose that first order structures are assem-
bled sequentially, it means the assembly is guided and the structure with n + 1 blocks is
built from a structure with n blocks. This one is possible due to the nature of the interac-
tion (covalent or strong interaction), thus increasing the degree of organization. Therefore
we realize other self-organization feature, which is related to the way how the structures
are assembled. In the Fig. 3.4(a), we show how the first orders structure is built from
fundamental BB. This step is carried assembling out one by one fundamental BB into the
structure.
On the other hand, the assembly of second order structures have not a unique direction-
ality, conversely to the first order one. Here the second order structure is built from the
first order one. However, the nature of the fundamental BB is important due to it could
guide the assembly, but the process in this case is not necessarily sequential, it means
structures with n+ 1 blocks can be built from structures with m blocks, where m ≤ n. In
the Fig. 3.4(b), we show the assembly of second order structures, where the nature of the
fundamental BB play an special role (semi-circle assembly center). The BB has assembly
centers to facilitate the second order assembly.
Higher order structures are assembled due to the size or number of the second order
structures. The number of interactions between the second order structures is proportional
to its size, enabling the assembly of superior structures (Fig. 3.4(c)). This assembly is
completely no-sequential and it could be seen as an agglomeration. Also, some particular
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features of the second order structures has an important role to the assembly and it depends
of the structures nature.
(a) First order assembly (b) Second order assembly
(c) higher order assembly
Figure 3.4: Assembly step.
The assembly of the nth BB in a first order structure composed of n − 1 BB, An−1, is
described by:
An−1 +A −−⇀↽− An
with A as the fundamental BB activated, i.e, BQ. Notice that An−1 structure interact
only with the fundamental BB A. Let the assembly of the second order structure composed
of m BB (Gm) be described for:
Gm−y +Gy −−⇀↽− Gm
Notice that the Gm−y structure interact with the Gy structure, with y = 1,M−m, where
M is the maximum number of assembled blocks in the second order structure. Conversely
to the first order assembly, here we have M − m ways to built the Gm structure instead
of just one. Similar to the second order structure, let the assembly of the higher order
structures with m BB (Hm) described by:
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Hm−z +Hz −−⇀↽− Hm
Notice that the Hm−z structure interact with the Hz structure, with z = 1, Z−m, where
Z is the maximum number of assembled blocks in the higher order structure. Here we have
Z −m ways to built the Hm structure.
Dis-Assembly
The dis-assembly step gives the irreversible nature of the whole process and also, if the
conditions are adequate, some dynamic features of the self-organization systems. In the
Fig. 3.5, we show the dis-assembly step producing dis-activated BB. Here, the dis-activated
BB must be activated again in order to be able to the assembly.
Dis-assembly of the An structure is described by:
An −−⇀↽− An−1 + B+QC
where B is the dis-activated BB activated and Q the number of assembly centers. Notice
that the dis-assembly of first order structures is also sequential. Dis-assembly of second
order structures Gm is described by:
Gm −−⇀↽− Gm−yd + ydB +QydC
with yd = 1, m − 1. Conversely to the first order dis-assembly, we have m − 1 ways
to destroy the Gm structure. Further, instead of produce one dis-activated BB as in the
first order dis-assembly, here is produced yd dis-activated BB. Similar to the second order
dis-assembly, let the dis-assembly of the higher order structures Hm described by:
Hm −−⇀↽− Hm−zd + zdBQzdC
where zd = 1, m− 1. We have m− 1 ways to destroy the Hm structure.
3.3 Mathematical model of the NESA processes
In this section we describe mathematically the NESA process using the MNET formalism.
From the MNET we seen each sub-process of the whole NESA process as an activated
process taking place along an internal coordinate, where the states are diffusing through a
potential barrier [55]. Each sub-section treats one process for first and second order struc-
tures, where each process is completely described by its phase space, chemical potential,
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(a) First order disassembly (b) Second order disassembly
(c) higher order disassembly
Figure 3.5: Dis-assembly step.
boundary conditions, and Fokker-Plank equation. Also, at the end of each subsection we
show the quasi-stationary approach, which help us to understand clearer the whole process.
However, before to describe each sub-process, we want to show the general methodology
proposed by MNET, focused to describe processes occurring in the formation of NESA
structures. Thus, we develop a general procedure to obtain the Fokker-Planck equation
(FPE) in a non-equilibrium system, in which are taking place activated processes.
Thus, we use the generalized coordinate Γn to describe the n
th activated process. This
coordinate is a dimensionless vector, where its components varies between 0 and 1. Further,
this coordinate could be seen as the phase space of the nth activated process. The existence
of local equilibrium along the process trajectory enable us to use de Gibbs relation,
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dΓnµn(Γn, t)δpn(Γn, t), (3.1)
where µn(Γn, t) is the molar Gibbs energy in the phase space of the n
th activated process
and pn(Γn, t) is the probability density that the n
th activated process is in the state Γn




= −∇Γn · Jn(Γn, t), (3.2)
with Jn(Γn, t) as the current in the Γn-space. Differentiating Eq. 3.1 and later inserting
Eq. 3.2 in it, we obtain the contribution to the entropy production of the activated process











dΓnJn(Γn, t) · ∇Γnµn(Γn, t), (3.3)
where Kn is a constant related to the currents and chemical potentials on the surface
of the Γn-space. Notice that the entropy production is the ”sum” of currents times their
driving forces. From Eq. 3.3, we find the most general linear law for the current in the
Γn-space,
Jn(Γn, t) = −
Ln(Γn, t)
T
· ∇Γnµn(Γn, t) (3.4)
with Ln(Γn, t) as the Onsager’s coefficient matrix, which each component is in very
good approximation proportional to pn(Γn, t). Also, we introduce the constant diffusion





Now we define the general molar Gibbs energy of the complex for the activated process
in the Γn-space as:
µn(Γn, t) = kBT ln(ψn(O)pn(Γn, t)) + φn(Γn), (3.6)
φn is the potential barrier or enthalpic potential. This is characterized by minima at
surface and maxima in its transition states. Specifically, for the i-th component of the
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phase space (Γn,i), there are two minima at Γn,i = 0 and Γn,i = 1. Also, there is a max-
imum at Γ∗n,i, which is related to the activation energy, steric effects and other molecular
repulsions. The model for the potential barriers is shown in the annexes. Further, ψn(O)
is the non-ideal energy potential (activity coefficient), which depend on all the states of
each component (O) in the system.
Inserting the chemical potential in the general current expression (Eq. 3.4), we have:










∇Γnψn(O) + pn(Γn, t)∇Γnφn(Γn)
)
(3.7)
Supposing uncoupled processes because the i-th chemical potential gradient cannot drive
the j-th process. Therefore the Onsager’s matrix is diagonal, then the current is:






















where dn,ii is the diagonal components of the Onsager’s matrix. Now, if the internal
configuration of the states in the Γn-space are mutually exclusive (or disjoint), we cannot
find a state where Γn,i 6= 0 and Γn,j = 0, for some i and some j, with i 6= j. It means, that
once the diffusive process along the potential barrier begins in one direction, this cannot
jump into other trajectory (direction). Thus, if the state is supposed to follow other
trajectory different from the initial, the process needs to be re-initiated, thus starting to
diffuse in the other trajectory. In this case, the current can be decomposed by independent
components, Jn(Γn, t) = [J1(Γ1, t), ..., Ji(Γi, t), ..., JI(ΓI , t)], with I as the dimension of the
Γn-space. Now we re-define component of the current as:
Jn,i(Γn,i, t) = Jn,i(0, 0, ...,Γn,i, ..., 0, 0, t) (3.9)
Notice that these current among the spaces do not contribute to the entropy production
because in the whole spaces the sum of the current times its chemical potential is zero
(
∑
iKi = 0). It means, the probability (or number of BB) is conserved. Inserting the
current expression (Eq. 3.9) into the continuity equation (Eq. 3.2), we obtain the FPE for
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Developing the las expression we obtain the expanded form of the FPE for activated
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where the notation of pn(0, ...,Γn,i, ..., 0, t) and µn(0, 0, ...,Γn,i, ..., 0, 0, t) can be simplified
as pn(Γn,i, t) and µn(Γn,i, t) in the case of uncoupled and disjoint processes. The last is seen
in chemical reactions, in which intermediate states are unique for each possible product.
Nevertheless there are chemical reactions (and processes) where intermediates are shared,
therefore the states in the Γn-space are not disjoint and we need to use the definition of
the current showed in Eq. 3.7. Finally, we insert Eq. 3.7 into the continuity equation (Eq.











Here we showed a general procedure to find the FPE of an activated process. In the
next sections, we use this general development to find the specific FPE for each step of the
NESA processes (activation, assembly, and dis-assembly). For each process, we define the
phase space, chemical potential, and boundary conditions, which depends on the kind of
process. The phase space defines the possible trajectories, the chemical potential defines the
boundary conditions, and the boundary conditions link the Γn-spaces, where the current
from one space to another is defined by discontinuities of the chemical potentials.
3.3.1 Activation
There are two kinds of activation processes: First order activation (to activate fundamental
BB) and the second or higher order activation (to activate the non fundamental BB).
First order activation
As we mentioned, there are different kinds of fundamental (first order) activation, such as
activation driven by light, magnetic fields, chemical fuel and mechanical forces. Also the
activation is sequential because the fundamental BB has two or more assembly centers.
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Here we obtain the Fokker-Plank equation for the first order activation process, which is
driven by chemical fuel for a general BB with Q assembly centers.
In the beginning, the BB has Q assembly centers, thus the activator has Q possible
trajectories to proceed, i.e, to activate one of the dis-activated assembly centers. In general,
in the qth activation, the activator has likely Q − q + 1 trajectories to activate the BB.
Therefore, the qth activation of the BB takes place in the γq-space, where γq ∈ R
Q−q+1. In
the first order activation, the probability density to find a BB with q activated assembly
centers is defined as bq(γq, t)/Nt, where Nt is the total number of particles (initial BB,
initial activator and solvent). Furthermore, the chemical potential is a non continuous
stepwise function, in which a part of the external surface of the γq-space (γq = 0
−), we can
identify two different states (activator and BB). Now, we define the chemical potential in
the external surface and inner space as:
µq(γq, t) =
{
kBT ln(ψa,q−1(O)bq−1(1q−1, t)a(t)) + φq(γq) γq < 0
−
kBT ln(ψa,q(O)bq(γq, t)) + φq(γq) 0
+ < γq ≤ 1,
where a(t) is the probability to find a particle of activator in the system. φq(γq) is a
continuous function in γq = 0 because the discontinuity in the chemical potential comes
from the states bq and a(t). From the chemical potential, we find the i-th current in the
inner γq-space for an uncoupled and disjoint process of activation:







also, the boundary conditions (BC) associated for each γq,i coordinate of the whole γq-
space are related to the chemical potential. Here, the BCs coupling the γq-spaces for all q
are given by,


















where z = exp(µq(γq,i, t)) is the fugacity. The current in the boundary is produced by
the discontinuity in the chemical potential on the surface of the space. Inserting the Eq.
3.13 into the general continuity equation, we obtain the q-th FPE of the activation process
which describe the q-th activation of the BB:
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with BD condition given by Eq. 3.14 and Eq. 3.15.
Quasi-stationary approximation
If the potential barrier φq(γq,i) is high enough (large activation energies) in the γq-
space, then the diffusive process along each γq,i coordinate is very slow and becomes quasi-
stationary, Jq,i(γq,i, t) = Jq,i(t) [24]. Now, in order to show in a simple way the methodology
to find the continuity equation for the quasi-stationary approach, we assume an ideal
system, i.e, ψa,q = 1. Using the definition of the chemical potential in the inner space, it
is possible to re-write the i-th current of the q-th activation as,
Jq,i(γq,i, t) = −dact,q,ii exp (−φq(γq)/kBT )
∂
∂γq,i
exp (µq(γq,i, t)) , (3.17)
remembering that the chemical potential for the i-process only depends of the γq,i co-
ordinate. Now, multiplying Eq. 3.17 times exp (φq(γq)), using Jq,i(γq,i, t) = Jq,i(t), and





exp (φq(γq)/kBT ) dγq,i
[exp (φq(1)/kBT )Bq,i(t)− exp (φq(0)/kBT )Bq−1(t)a(t)] ,
(3.18)
here Bq is the probability to find a BB with q assembly centers, where the last activation
was done in the i-th activated center. Also this rate expression coincides with a typical
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, (3.19)
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exp (φq(γq)/kBT ) dγq,i
exp (φq(1)/kBT ) , (3.21)
These expressions evidence that we can understand each reactive process as a diffusional
process across a potential energy barrier in the γq-space. On the other hand, the equilibrium










from the last equation we observe that in the boundaries, the potential barrier takes
the values of the standard chemical potential of each state. Once the last expressions
is clarified, we focus our attention in the conservation equation (Eq. 3.16). From this








This last expression is easier to solve than showed in Eq.3.16, but Eq.3.23 does not give
us information about intermediate states. Both, Eq.3.23 and Eq.3.16, gives us information
about the dynamical evolution of the BB in the activation process. On the other hand, no-
tice that
∑
i JQ+1,i(t) is the net current (or reaction rate) of activated BB being consumed
in the self assembly of first order structures. Further for q = 1, we have the dis-activated
BB consuming rate
∑
i J1,i(t) = k
+
q,iB0. With B0 = b1(0).







ψa,q(O) exp (φq(γq)/kBT ) dγq,i. If ψa,q(O) just depend of the final states,
i.e, ψa,q does not depend of γq,i the solution is trivial. Also, the fugacity difference considers





ψa,q(O) exp (φq(γq)/kBT ) dγq,i
[exp (φq(1)/kBT )Bq,i(t)ψa,q(1)− exp (φq(0)/kBT )Bq−1,i(t)a(t)ψa,q(0)] ,
(3.24)
Activator
The activator is consumed in each activation step. Also it does not belong to any inner
space, it is always at the surface of the spaces, therefore it does not depend of internal
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coordinates but boundary conditions. Thus the conservation equation for the activator is










As each BB has two assembly centers, the activation takes place sequentially because the
BB are symmetric. Therefore, the whole activation process is described by two reaction
coordinates. In Fig.3.6, we show the specific potential barriers:



















































Figure 3.6: Activation process for a BB with two assembly centers. The process occurs in
two steps that corresponds to the activation of each assembly center. At the
boundary of each coordinate, the chemical potential has its standard value.
The effect of the activator is to increase the chemical potential in order to
render the process spontaneous. Further, the activation energy increases with
the number of activated assembly centers.
The potential barrier in this activation process is described by a bi-stable function. The
function has two minima points (at the boundaries) and one maximum (related to activa-
tion energy), also it fulfills the macroscopic equilibrium conditions. In general, the values
of the potential barrier on the surface of the spaces must increase as q increase, because
the activation process transform the stable dis-activated BB into a non-stable (reactive)
activated BB, which is able to trigger the self-assembly. These boundary conditions are
known as the standard chemical potentials of the different activated states, where the
they satisfy φq−1,i(γq−1,i = 1) ≤ φq,j(γq,j = 1) ∀i, j. The difference between the values
on the surface between the spaces is caused for the activator standard chemical potential,
φq−1,i(γq−1,i = 1) = φq,j(γq,j = 0) + µ
0
act ∀i, j. Furthermore, the first order activation is
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an spontaneous process, then φq,i(γq,i = 0) ≥ φq,i(γq,i = 1) ∀i. Related to the maximum
(activation energy), for increments in q we have activation steps less favored kinetically
because of the steric effects, then we write maxφq−1,i(γq−1,i = 1) − φq−1,i(γq−1,i = 0) ≤
maxφq,j(γq,j = 1)− φq,j(γq,j = 0) ∀i, j.
Other kinds of first order activation
As we mentioned, there are other ways to activate the fundamental BB. These activations
can be modeled as coupled processes, where an external force induces a molecular change
in the BB to activate one or all the assembly centers. One way to model that is relating the
external force with changes in the internal energy of the BB (or system), such as presented
in [63]. Once the external force is related to the internal energy, the force can be written
in the entropy production expression. Finally, the procedure to obtain the currents and
continuity equations are analogous to the presented procedure.
Second and higher order activation
Here we obtain the Fokker-Plank equation for the second and higher order activation pro-
cess, which is driven by chemical potential gradients between lower order structures and
higher order structures. We focus our analysis in second order activation. Higher order
activation is completely analogous.
The activation of the first order structures with n fundamental BB, into a second order
structure has only one possible trajectory because they do not require the activation of
assembly centers. Therefore, the activation of the first order structure composed of n BB
takes place in the γs,n-space, where γs,n ∈ R. The probability density to find a structure
with n BB in the second order activation space γs,n is defined as fn(γs,n, t)/Nt, where Nt
is the total number of particles (BB, activator and solvent).





kBT ln(ψs,n(O)pn(γs,n, t)) + φn(γs,n), γs,n < 0
−
kBT ln(ψs,n(O)fn(γs,n, t)) + φn(γs,n), 0
+ < γs,n < 1
−
kBT ln(ψs,n(O)gn(γs,n, t)) + φn(γs,n), γs,n > 1
+
where pn(γs,n, t) and gn(γs,n, t) are the probabilities to find a first and second order struc-
ture with n BB assembled on the exterior part of the surface (boundary) of the γs,n-space.
These probabilities are evaluated when all the processes related to the structures have not
started, i.e, only the activation will take place. Furthermore, the second and higher order
activation takes place because the quantity of structures, the size of the structures reach
certain limit, or the change of phase. Therefore the maximum value of the potential barrier
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take into account these threshold effects. Thus, structures under the limit have a very
high activation energy or negative change in the standard chemical potential, becoming
the process kinetically and/or thermodynamically unfavored.
Inserting the chemical potential into the general current expression for an uncoupled and
disjoint process (Eq. 3.9 ), we obtain the current in the γs,n-space,







notice d2act does not depend of n because the second order activation is limited by the
potential barrier. The BC links the second activation process with the probability to find
first and second order structures with n BB assembled. Here the BC are:


























The quasi-stationary current is defined by the probabilities of the first and second order






















the Eq. 3.30 gives us the flux of first order structures being able to self-assembly into
seconds order structures. The maximum value of the potential barrier is highly sensitive to
the size of the structures. The potential barrier again is described by a bi-stable potential.
The activation energy decrease while n increase. Thermodynamically, the process is more
spontaneous while the structure is bigger, φn(0) − φn(1) ≤ φn+1(0) − φn+1(1). In some
cases, these kinetic and thermodynamic behaviors are described for a stepwise function
around a critical value, where for values lower than the critical, the activation energy is




As we mentioned, the self-assembly (SA) can be sequential or not. If the assembly is
sequential, the deduction of the Fokker-Plank (or conservative) equations is quite similar
to the first order activation. Moreover, if the assembly is non-sequential, we obtain a
general expression for the Smoluchowski aggregation equation [79].
First order structures
The SA of first order structures is sequential, but contrary to the first order activation, the
fundamental BB play a role in each step. Here, the fundamental BB has (n−1)(Q−2)+2
likely trajectories to self-assemble in the structure with n − 1 BB assembled, it means
that the BB is able to interact with any BB assembled in the structure to induce the self-
assemble. If there are symmetries or assembly centers restrictions (not all the assembly
centers can be used), the number of likely trajectories decrease. The assembly of the nth
BB in the structure takes place in the αn-space, where αn ∈ R
(n−1)(Q−2)+2. In this space
is possible to characterize the structure, because depending of the trajectory we know the
assembly center for the assembly. Thus, knowing the assembly site, we know the geometry
and architecture of the structure with n BB. Now, it is mandatory to build a function
which gives us information about the proportion of structures following certain trajectory,
this function is the probability density. In the SA of first order structures, the probability
density to find a structure with n BB is defined as pn(αn, t)/Nt, where Nt is the total
number of particles (initial BB, initial activator and solvent) and the αn determines the
configuration of the structure. Furthermore, the chemical potential is a non-continuous
stepwise function, in which a part of the external surface of the αn-space (αn = 0
−), we
can identify two different states (first order structure with n − 1 assembled blocks and
the activated BB), where the activated BB causes the discontinuity inducing the assembly.
Now, we define the chemical potential in the external surface and inner space as:
µn(αn, t) =
{
kBT ln(ψsa,n(O)pn−1(1n, t)bQ(1, t)) + φn(αn) αn < 0
−
kBT ln(ψsa,n(O)pn(αn, t)) + φn(αn) 0
+ < αn ≤ 1,
from the chemical potential, we find the i-th current in the inner αn-space for an uncou-
pled and disjoint process to the self-assembly of first order structures:







also, the boundary conditions (BC) associated for each αn,i coordinate of the whole αn-
space are related to the chemical potential. Here, the BCs coupling the αn-spaces for all n
are given by,
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where z = exp(µn(αn,i, t)) is the fugacity. The current in the boundary is produced
by the discontinuity in the chemical potential on the surface of the space. Inserting the
Eq. 3.31 into the general continuity equation, we obtain the n-th FPE of the first order









with BD conditions given by Eq. 3.32 and Eq. 3.33. The most important difference
related to the first activation results, lies in the dimension of the spaces. On the other
hand, the definition of the chemical potential (only change the states) and the coefficient
values are different because of the nature of the process.
Quasi-stationary approach
Carrying out the quasi-stationary approach, we obtain the currents only as a function of
the time and probabilities. This approach converges to the reaction rates for a sequential





ψsa,n(O) exp (φn(αn)/kBT ) dαn,i
[exp (φn(1)/kBT )Pn,i(t)ψsa,n(1)− exp (φn(0)/kBT )Pn−1(t)BQ(t)ψsa,n(0)] ,
(3.35)
here BQ is the probability to find an activated BB, and Pn is the probability to find a
first order structure with n BB. From the conservation equation (Eq. 3.16), we can obtain







This last expression is easier to solve than showed in Eq.3.34, but Eq.3.36 does not give
us information about intermediate states. Both, Eq.3.36 and Eq.3.34, gives us information
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about the dynamical evolution of the self-assembly of the first order structures. Further-
more, notice that
∑
i Jn,i(t) is the net current (or reaction rate) of consume of the BB to
assembly the nth BB in the first order structure.
Activated BB
The fundamental BB is consumed in each self-assembly step. Also it does not belong to
the inner space, it is always at the surface of the αn spaces, therefore it does not depend
on the internal coordinates but boundary conditions. Therefore, we re-write the current
on the boundary of the γQ-space
∑




i Jn,i(t) on the
boundaries of the αn-space. Thus re-writing the conservation equation for the fundamental













For each step, the potential barrier is modeled by a bi-stable potential. The value
of the potential at the boundaries and at the maxima depends on n and on the trajec-
tory followed. In general, the values of the potential barrier at the interface between γ1
and γ2 spaces must increase if n increases. Nevertheless, the standard chemical poten-
tial per BB in the structure must decrease with n because self-assembly of more complex
structures is thermodynamically favorable. But nature could establish a limit in this
behavior, thus for n = N (maximum size of the first order structure), we expect that
φn−1,i(αn−1,i = 1)− φn,j(αn,j = 1) → 0 ∀i, j.
The gap value on the surface between the spaces is caused for the standard chemical
potential of the activated BB, φn−1,i(αn−1,i = 1) = φn,j(αn,j = 0)+µ
0
Q ∀i, j. Related to the
maximum (activation energy), as n increase we expect increments in the activation energy
because of the steric effects, then we write max φn−1,i(αn−1,i = 1) − φn−1,i(αn−1,i = 0) ≤
maxφn,j(αn,j = 1)−φn,j(αn,j = 0) ∀i, j. In Fig. 3.7, we show the potential barriers for the
self-assembly of linear structures, which are built from BB with two symmetric assembly
centers.
Second and higher order structures
SA of second and higher order structures is non-sequential, contrary to the first order SA.
Here the BBs are the first and second order structures respectively, which interact in a non-
covalent way. We will focus in the assembly of second order structures, whereas assembly
centers do not define the number of likely trajectories because SA is driven by non-strong
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of the potential barrier for first order structures SA: linear fibers.
The process consist of ten steps, each one corresponding to the assembly of one
BB. Each step is characterized by a potential barrier in which the activation
energy and the standard chemical potential difference decreases with n. The
effect of adding a one BB is to increase the chemical potential in order to make
this the non-spontaneous process becomes spontaneous. But in the last step,
the process ceases to be spontaneous.
(not necessarily weak) molecular interactions. Second order structures composed of n
fundamental BB has m − n likely trajectories to self-assemble in the structure with m
fundamental BB. It means that second order structures with n BB are able to assembly
with any second order structure (with j BB) such as n+j = m ≤M , withM the maximum
size. However, the number of different trajectories to assembly the structure with m BB is
given by the floor function ⌊m/2⌋. Thus assembly of the second order structure composed
of m fundamental BB takes place in the αsm-space, where α
s
m ∈ R
⌊m/2⌋. In this space is
possible to characterize the structure because depending on the trajectory, we can know the
size of the first order structures composing the second order one. Therefore, we can identify
the geometry and architecture of the structure with m BB. Now, it is mandatory to build
a function which gives us information about the proportion of structures following certain
trajectory, this function is the probability density. In the SA of second order structures,
the probability density to find a structure composed of m BB is defined as gm(α
s
m, t)/Nt,
where Nt is the total number of particles (initial BB, initial activator and solvent) and the
αsm determines the configuration of the structure. Furthermore, the chemical potential is a
non-continuous stepwise function, which is caused by the induction of the non-fundamental
BB (structure composed of m− n BB) over the structure (composed by n BB). In a part
of the external surface of the αsm-space (α
s
m = 0
−), we can identify two different states
(second order structures with n and m−n assembled blocks). Now, we define the chemical

















m, t)) + φm(α
s
m) 0
+ < αsm ≤ 1,
from the chemical potential, we find the i-th current in the inner αsm-space for an un-
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coupled and disjoint process to the self-assembly of second order structures:
Jm,i(α
s











here the i-th component of the space, is related to the structure (Gm−i) used to build
the second order structure with m BB. Also, the boundary conditions (BC) associated for
each αsm,i coordinate of the whole α
s
m-space are related to the chemical potential. Here,
the BCs coupling the αsm-spaces for all m are given by,









where structures with m BB has ⌊m/2⌋ different trajectories to be assembled. Contrary
to the sequential self-assembly, the BC corresponding to the production and consume of the
structure is composed by multiple fluxes because it can be assembled and consumed (for
assembly) in different ways. Structure with m BB has M −m trajectories to self-assembly
into a structure with y BB, where y ≤M . Thus the second BC is:
















m,i, t)) is the fugacity. The current in the boundary is produced by
the discontinuity in the chemical potential on the space surface. Inserting the Eq. 3.38 into
the general continuity equation, we obtain the m-th FPE for second order self-assembly













with BC condition given by Eq. 3.39 and Eq. 3.40.
Quasi-stationary approximation
Carrying out the quasi-stationary approach, we obtain a general Smoluchowsky aggre-





ψsa2,m(O) exp (φm(αsm)/kBT ) dα
s
m,i
[exp (φm(1)/kBT )Gm,i(t)ψsa2,m(1)− exp (φm(0)/kBT )Gm−i(t)Gi(t)ψsa,n(0)] ,
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(3.42)
here Gi is the probability to find a second order structure with i BB, and Gm,i is the
probability to find a second order structure with m BB assembled from other with i BB.
From the conservation equation (Eq. 3.41), we can obtain the conservation law of the












this conservative equation is a general form of the Smoluchowsky aggregation equation



































first two terms in Eq. 3.44 are the classic Smoluchowsky aggregation equation, while
the last terms are the reversible part. Also k+sm,i is the kinetic coefficient of the assembly
process to produce a second order structure with m BB from other second order structure
having i BB.
Potential barrier
As indicated previously, each step is characterized by a bi-stable potential. The values
of the potential at the boundaries and at the maxima depend on m, j and on the trajec-
tory followed. The second order self-assembly process is conditioned (non spontaneous)
by energetic effects because of the size effect and long-range interactions. In general, the
standard chemical potential decrease with m, for m > m∗, where m∗ is the critical size of
the agglomerate. For m < m∗ the standard chemical potential increases with m.

















m+k) ∀k|m > m
∗. For an ideal self-organizes system, we ex-









m−k ∀m, k|m > k, which means that the driv-
ing force increase with the size.
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The activation energy is expected to increase with m because of the finite size of the
structure. Thus for m = M the activation energy reaches its maximum value and for
m = M + 1 it tends to infinity. In Fig. 3.8, we show the potential barriers for the forma-
tion of the gel from fibers aggregation. Further the standard chemical potential is similar
to a typical nucleation Gibbs free energy profile because the biggest interaction are related
to the surface and volume of the structure.






























Figure 3.8: Illustration of the potential barriers for second order structures SA: agglom-
erate. In this example, we show a second order structure having 15,22 and
29 BB resulting from self-assembly of structures with 8,15 and 22 BB. Notice
that the non fundamental BB for this case was a second order structure with 7
BB. The process has 3 steps, where the first step is non-spontaneous, while the
other are spontaneous. In the last step we found the highest activation energy,
which is expected because the size of the structure is also limited kinetically,
but not only thermodynamically.
3.3.3 Dis-Assembly
Dis-assembly of first order structures is sequential, like the first order SA. Otherwise, second
and higher order structures are not necessarily dis-assembled in a sequential way.
First order structures
Similar to the first order self-assembly, the fundamental BB has (n− 1)(Q− 2) + 2 likely
trajectories to dis-assembly from the structure composed of n blocks, because the nth
assembled BB, can be assembled in (n− 1)(Q− 2)+ 2 different ways. The dis-assembly of
the nth BB in the structure takes place in the αd,n-space, where αd,n ∈ R
n(Q−2)+2. In this
space is possible to characterize the dis-assembly of the structure, because depending of
the trajectory, we can know the assembly center which is breaking. In the dis-assembly of
first order structures, the probability density to find a structure having between n to n−1
BB is defined as pn(αd,n, t)/Nt, where Nt is the total number of particles (initial BB, initial
activator and solvent) and the αd,n determines the configuration of the structure. On the
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other hand, in this case the chemical potential is a non-continuous stepwise function, in
which a part of the external surface of the αd,n-space (αd,n = 1
+), we can identify two
different states (first order structure with n assembled blocks and the dis-activated BB).





kBT ln(ψda,n(O)pn(1d,n+1, t)) + φd,n(αd,n) αd,n < 0
−
kBT ln(ψda,n(O)pn(αd,n, t)) + φd,n(αd,n) 0− < αd,n < 1
−
kBT ln(ψda,n(O)pn−1(1d,n, t)b1(0, t) + φd,n(αd,n) αn > 1
+,
where in the external zone of the space, we distinguish between the structure composed of
n BB produced in the αd,n+1-space and the structure composed of n BB in the boundary of
the αd,n-space. From the chemical potential, we find the i
th current in the inner αd,n-space
for an uncoupled and disjoint process to the dis-assembly of first order structures:







the boundary conditions (BC) associated for each αd,n,i coordinate of the whole αd,n-
space are related to the chemical potential. Here, the BCs coupling the αd,n-spaces for all
n are given by,


















where z = exp(µd,n(αd,n,i, t)) is the fugacity. In this case there is not discontinuity in
the chemical potential, therefore the fluxes in the boundaries are caused by probabilities
differences. Inserting the Eq. 3.45 into the general continuity equation, we obtain the n-th










with BD condition given by Eq. 3.46 and Eq. 3.33. As was mentioned, the definition of










ψda,n(O) exp (φd,n(αd,n)/kBT ) dαd,n,i
[exp (φd,n(1)/kBT )ψda,n(1)Pn,i(t)− exp (φd,n(0)/kBT )ψda,n(0)Pn−1,i(t)B0(t)] ,
(3.49)
here B0 is the probability to find a dis-activated BB, and Pn is the probability to find
a first order structure composed of n BB. From the conservation equation (Eq. 3.48), we







This last expression is easier to solve than showed in Eq.3.48, but Eq.3.50 does not give
us information about intermediate states. Both, Eq.3.50 and Eq.3.48, gives us information
about the dynamical evolution of the self-assembly of the first order structures. Addition-
ally, notice that
∑
i Jn,i(t) is the net current (or reaction rate) of dis-activated BB produced.
Dis-activated BB
The dis-activated BB is produced in each dis-assembly step. Also it does not belong
to the inner space, it is always at the surface of the αd,n spaces, therefore it does not
depend on the internal coordinates but boundary conditions. Dis-activated BB current in









The values of the potential barrier at the surface of the spaces are similar to the ones
of the self-assembly case, however discontinuities are not observed because the BB is not
present in each step. In Fig. 3.9, we show the potential barriers for the dis-assembly of
linear structures, which are built from BB with two symmetric assembly centers.
Like in the first order self assembly, the difference between standard chemical potential
for each sequential structure must describe an spontaneous process, i.e, φn,i(αn,i = 1) −
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φn,j(αn,j = 0) ≤ 0 ∀i, j because the destructive process must be ”natural” in self-organized
systems. Otherwise, the gap value on the surface between the spaces is caused for the stan-
dard chemical potential of the dis-activated BB, φn−1,i(αn−1,i = 1) = φn,j(αq,j = 0) + µ
0
0
∀i, j. However due to the activated BB is more unstable that the dis-activated BB, the
dis-activated BB standard chemical potential is lower than the activated BB standard
chemical potential, µ00 < µ
0
Q. Related to the maximum (activation energy), as n increase
we expect increments in the activation energy because of the steric effects, then we write
maxφn−1,i(αn−1,i = 1)− φn−1,i(αn−1,i = 0) ≤ maxφn,j(αn,j = 1)− φn,j(αn,j = 0) ∀i, j.






























Figure 3.9: Illustration of the potential barrier for first order structures dis-assembly: lin-
ear fibers dis-assembly. The process represents the dis-assembly in ten steps of
one structure composed by eleven BB. Each step is characterized by a potential
barrier, in which the activation energy and the standard chemical potential
difference decrease with n.
Second and higher order structures
The dis-assembly of second and higher order structures is non sequential, contrary to the
first order dis-assembly. Here one or multiple BB can be dis-activated and dis-assembled
in one single step. We will focus in the dis-assembly of second order structures because
the phenomena is analogous to higher order structures. Second order structures composed
of m fundamental BB assembled have m− 1 likely trajectories to dis-assembly. Thus dis-




In the dis-assembly process, the probability density to find a structure having between m
to n (n = 1, ..., m − 1) BB is defined as gm(α
s
d,m, t)/Nt, where Nt is the total number of
particles (initial BB, initial activator and solvent) and the αsd,m determines the configuration
of the structure. On the other hand, the chemical potential is a non-continuous stepwise




identify different states (second order structures with m−n and n dis-activated BB). Now,


















d,m, t)) + φm(α
s












from the chemical potential, we find the ith current in the inner αsd,m-space for an un-
coupled and disjoint process to the dis-assembly of second order structures:
Jd,m,i(α
s











here the ith component of the space is related to the final structure (Gm−i) produced
after the dis-assembly of the second order structure composed ofm BB. Also, the boundary
conditions (BC) associated for each αsd,m,i coordinate of the whole α
s
d,m-space are related
to the chemical potential. Here, the BCs coupling the αsd,m-spaces for all m are given by,









where structures composed of m BB has m − 1 different trajectories to dis-assembly.
Similar to the sequential self-assembly, the BC corresponding to the consume of the result-
ing structure only has a unique flux because there is only one way in which the resulting
structure is available to dis-assembly,













d,m,i, t)) is the fugacity. The current in the boundary is produced
by the differences in the chemical potential on the space surface. Inserting the Eq. 3.52 into
the general continuity equation, we obtain the mth FPE which describe the dis-assembly













with BD condition given by Eq. 3.53 and Eq. 3.54.
Quasi-stationary approximation
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Carrying out the quasi-stationary approach, we obtain a macroscopic general equation

















here Gi is the probability to find a second order structure composed of i BB. From
the conservation equation (Eq. 3.55), we can obtain the conservation law of the species
























The value of the potential at the boundaries and at the maxima depend on m, i and on
the trajectory followed. The second order dis-assembly is not necessarily spontaneous in
each step. In general, the standard chemical potential is the same as the one for the second
order self-assembly case. In Fig. 3.10, we show the potential barriers for the dis-assembly
of linear fibers aggregates.
In this section, we showed the discussion about the dimension of the space of possible
processes to carry out each sub-process in the whole NESA process. Also, we model
the chemical potential, highlighting the discontinuities in the boundaries because of the
induction over the preceding structures caused by the BB and/or activator. From these
discontinuities, we were able to model the boundary conditions. Finally, the Fokker-Plank
equation for each process was obtained, where its analogous expression in the macroscopic
scale was presented after the application of the quasi-stationary and coarse-grain approach.
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Figure 3.10: Illustration of the potential barrier for second order structures dis-assembly:
linear fibers aggregates dis-assembly. In this case, we show a second order
structure having 15,22 and 29 BB which are dis-assembled. It means that
in each step is produced 7 dis-activated BB. We show the second order dis-
assembly from a structure with 29 BB. The process has 3 steps, each step
is characterized by a potential barrier, where the activation energy and the
driving force increase with n. The first step is non-spontaneous, therefore we
expect the appearance of meta-stable structures if few BB are dis-activated.
However, if a large amount of BB are dis-activated, the process must be
spontaneous.
3.4 Mathematical model for the whole NESA process
Once we have explore each one of the different phenomena composing the NESA pro-
cess, we develop a general Fokker-Plank equation of the NESA structure composed of n
building blocks. Let Γ1n be the generalized space for first order structures, Γ
2
n be the gen-
eralized space for second order structures, and Γhn be the generalized space for higher order
structures. The sub-space αχn is related to assembly, α
χ
d,n dis-assembly and γχ,n activation







remembering the notation in the chapter, χ is empty if the space describe first order
structures, χ = s if the space describe second order structures, and χ = h represent
higher order structures. Taking into account the position of the structures in the euclidean
space rn and the structure internal orientation λn, such as the angle between one axis in
the euclidean space and a structure representative axis or the angle between an axis in












3.4 Mathematical model for the whole NESA process
having the dimension, chemical potential and currents of each sub-space, we proceed
to obtain the general Fokker-Plank equation. However, we use the uncoupled processes
assumption because there are processes with different tensorial order and opposite phenom-
ena (assembly opposite to dis-assembly). Further, processes taking place in each sub-space
are independents and disjoints because one structure only diffuses along one trajectory in
one sub-space, otherwise the structure could adopt two configurations at the same time
and it is not possible. Nevertheless, because we have a system with several structures, a
structure composed of n BB can be diffusing along one trajectory while other structure
with n can be diffusing across another trajectory. For instance, one structure composed
of n BB cannot assembly and dis-assembly simultaneously but one structure with n BB
can be assembling to produce one structure composed of n + 1 while a similar structure
(but not the same) with n BB can be dis-assembling to produce one structure composed
of n− 1 BB.
Taking into account the above mentioned, the entropy production related to the processes


























Now, we define the independent and disjoint currents taking place along the j-th trajec-
















remembering that the notation pχn,i,j(Γ
χ
n,i,j, t) correspond to the probability density to
find an order χ structure such that the structure configuration is only evolving along the
j-th trajectory of the i-th sub-space because the processes are disjoints. Similarly to the
current, which only depends of the variable Γχn,i,j because the other variables are evaluated
in zero. Using the general form of continuity equation (Eq.3.2) and the general current






















From this general equation the coarse-graining approach can be done, and using the
quasi-stationary approach we can obtain the ordinaries differential equation describing the
probability temporal evolution to find certain structure or component (without information
of intermediate states). Similarly, we can carry out a superposition of fluxes to build the
ordinary differential equation. For this purpose, the quasi-stationary fluxes previously
found can be used.
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4 Understanding Gelation as a
Non-Equilibrium Self-Assembly
Process.
Abstract: We propose a general formalism able to describe the kinetics of non-equilibrium
self-assembled structures. The mechanism identifies the fundamental steps taken place dur-
ing the process and formulates kinetic equations of the Fokker-Planck type. It describes the
probability distribution of the variables governing the evolution of the system, from which
we can analyze the formation of the structures. Specifically, in this work, the formalism
is applied to gelation. Our results for the concentrations of the building blocks, the acti-
vated blocks and the dynamic light scattering are compared with experiments obtaining a
very good agreement. The formalism enables to understand the internal micro-architecture
of the structures, which is important in the study of gels with potential applications in
biomedicine. Additionally, self-assembly driven by light could be addressed with our for-
malism.
Keywords: aggregation, entropy production, gels, non-equilibrium processes, self-assembly.
4.1 Introduction
Non-equilibrium self-assembled (NESA) structures are thermodynamic systems sustained
by a continuous dissipation [8] of matter and energy [25]. As dynamical systems, self-
assembled structures are versatile and are exhibiting some of the features showed by bi-
ological forms like adaptability, hierarchically organization,self-replication and compart-
mentalization [26]. Examples of NESA structures in biological system are microtubules
[36], molecular motors [50], cellular membranes, cells [11], among others. Moreover, self
assembled structures can be used to design novel materials [37, 51–53, 78, 81]. Despite the
great diversity of situations in which such structures can be observed, there is a lack of a
general formalism able to explain the intimate mechanisms of self-assembly processes and
the way in which they are subjected to the laws of thermodynamics [42]. Further, there
are no evolutive criteria for systems exhibiting dissipative structures or self-organization
[73]. However, it is possible to understand the dynamics of these systems as irreversible




processes that produce entropy, and which are subject to conservation laws.
Here we present a general mechanism able to explain the formation of NESA structures
and it is applied to a gelation process. The mechanism is described in the framework of
mesoscopic nonequilibrium thermodynamics formalism, considering the dynamics of ther-
modynamic systems at small scales [55]. Particularly, the formalism provides information
to understand the internal architecture (configurations) of the structures, such as the fibers
orientation agglomerated forming the gel, branching, and faces orientation of polyhedral
forms.
4.2 Mechanism
Figure 4.1: Energetics of the NESA process: Unactivated building blocks (in blue) having
an energy EB become activated (in red) with an energy EA1 . Self-assembly
of activated blocks produces first order structures (in red). Assembly of first
order structures produces second order structures (in green). Both intermedi-
ates having energy Eint. The aggregation process precedes the appearance of
the most stable structure, the gel, with an energy Egel. The energy profile is
completed with dis-assembly steps.
The mechanism considers three fundamental steps: activation, self-assembly and dis-
assembly. It provides a system of kinetic equations of the Fokker-Planck type (FPE) that
govern the evolution of the probability distribution function, which is defined in the space
of the relevant variables describing the NESA process. The formation of the structures
starts from a seed building block with specific active zones or sites where covalent or non-
covalent interactions may take place. The location of the active zones dictates the final
shape of the structures, i.e. fibers, branched fibers, cubes, spheres, etc. Self-assembly pro-
ceeds with the formation of a first order structure (linear fiber) built up from fundamental
building blocks. Second order structures emerge from the assembly of the first order struc-
tures (agglomerated fibers). Additionally, the final structure (the gel) and second order
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structures are characterized by the porosity, which depends on the concentration (amount
of fibers per volume) and the orientation of the fiber agglomerated. Thus, there is a second
step in the mechanism defining the final structure, which is the rotation of the linear fibers.
These linear fibers are supposed to be fixed once are aggregated.
Self-assembly processes entails dissipation and must be treated as a dynamical process
[20]. To trigger the formation of complex spatial structures needs the intervention of an
activator to activate the building blocks [11]. We analyze the formation of a fibrous network
(gel) that uses a chemical fuel as an activator, and we compare our results with the exper-
iment presented in [9]. The energy coming into play in the different steps of the process is
represented in Figure 4.1 as a function of the assembled blocks.
Figure 4.2: Sketch of the NESA process. The first order structure is built from activated
building blocks(red blocks), which are obtained from fundamental building
blocks (blue blocks) by means of the first order activation. The An structure
(red cylinder) emerges from the self-assembly step An−1 +A −−⇀↽− An, with
n = 1, ..., N , N being the maximum size of the structures. The second or-
der structure (green cylinders), denoted by Gn, is formed by second order
activation process An −−⇀↽− Gn. The agglomeration (or non-ordered self as-
sembly of the second order structures) is quite similar to the Smoluchowski
coagulation process scheme: Gm−n +Gn −−⇀↽− Gn, with n = 1, ..., ⌊m/2⌋ be-
cause n > ⌊m/2⌋ takes into account again all possible combinations to
form the n-th second order structure. Dis-assembly of first order structures
An −→ An−1 + B+ 2H
+ + 2R may also occur, where R is a residue and H+
the hydrogen-ion. Whereas dis-assembly in the first order structures is se-
quential, as it proceeds one by one, dis-assembly of the second order struc-
tures Gn −→ Gn−y + yB + 2 yH
+ + 2yR, is not sequential, as it admits the
production of y dis-activated fundamental block, with y = 1, ..., n− 1.
In Figure 4.2, we show the NESA process of a general An structure: activation of a
fundamental building block, sequential assembling and dis-assembling of first order linear
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structures, activation process of first order structures and emergence of second order struc-
tures and finally, formation and dis-assembling of a metastable structure. The mechanism
involves two activated steps of different nature. Activation of a fundamental building block
is driven by covalent interactions, whereas activation of first order structures is governed
by intermolecular forces after a critical length of the linear structure is reached.
4.3 Model
With the purpose of describing the formation of the first order structure composed of n
building blocks An, we assume that the system is homogeneous in space and that the
building blocks have two opposed self-assembling centers, giving rise to the formation of
linear structures whose orientation may take place around an axis perpendicular to it. First
order structures can then be described in terms of the probability density of forming a first
order structure having n building blocks pn(Γn, t)/N , where N is the maximum number
of assembled blocks. Here Γn = (γn, γd,n, λn, θn) represents a phase space point which
includes the assembly γn, dis-assembly γd,n reaction coordinates (describing independent
processes), the second order activation coordinate λn and the rotation angle of the linear
structure θn.




= −∇Γn · Jn(Γn, t) (4.1)
where Jn(Γn, t) ≡ (Jn,γn, Jn,γd,n, Jn,λn, Jn,θn) is the current in Γn-space. In the Figure 4.2,
we show how the structure An may transform into An−1, An+1 or may become activated
yielding Gn. Chemical potential gradients drive the process through the most likely path.
The evolution of the state of the system can then be assimilated to a diffusion process
in Γn-space. Further a single An structure cannot take two trajectories simultaneously
because the processes are disjoints [63]. Therefore the ith component of the current Jn,i,
only depend on one variable, thus for instance Jn,γn ≡ Jn,γn(γn, 0, 0, 0, t). Simplifying the
notation Jn,i = Jn,i(Γn,i, t).
The entropy production rate can be completed by assuming local equilibrium in Γn
space, for which the Gibbs equation can be formulated [55], and by using the continuity
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this quantity is expressed in terms of the current components (Jn,i) and of the chemical
potential gradients ( ∂
∂Γn,i
µn,i) acting as a thermodynamic forces in the process. From
Eq.(4.2), assuming locality, for which fluxes and forces are only coupled at the same value
of Γn,i, we obtain:






this expression relates the current with the chemical potential gradient in the Γn,i-space.
Ln,ii are the diagonal coefficients of the Onsager’s matrix. Using the fact that Ln,ii is
proportional to pn,i [24], we have Ln,ii =
Dipn,i
R
. Where Di is the diffusivity along the i-th
process coordinate.For i = 1, Eq.(4.3) gives the sequential self-assembly flux, for i = 2 the
dis-assembly flux, for i = 3 the second order activation flux and for i = 4 the rotational
flux of the structures. All these fluxes correspond to the processes indicated in the Figure
4.2.
The chemical potential for the NESA process defined in the Γn-space is given by:
µn,i(Γn,i, t) = kBT ln(ψn,ipn,i) + φn(Γn,i), (4.4)
here the probability density pn,i ≡ pn(Γn,i, t) only depend on Γn,i. φn(Γn,i) is the enthalpic
potential and ψn,i is the activity coefficient. The diffusivity through the θn coordinate and
the rotational flux are computed from the internal energy of rotation [82]. The diffusion
and the energy of rotation are functions of the length of the linear structure n. Introducing
the current given in Eq.(4.3) in the continuity equation, we obtain the FPE for the NESA






















The second order structures composed by n assembled blocks can be described in terms of
the probability density qn(γn,γd,n, λn, t)/N , which obeys a FPE similar to the one given in
Eq.(4.5). However, different from the description of the first order structures, γn ∈ R
⌊n/2⌋,
γd,n ∈ R
n−1 because the dis-assembly could produce more than one dis-activated building
block and λn ∈ R due to just one way to dis-activate the second order structure into a
first order one in a reversible way. Notice that this kind of structures are not characterized
by an orientation because the agglomerate has not a characteristic axis and also they are
much more limited to rotate than first order structures. In the annexes we give details
about its derivation.
The kinetics of the formation of first and second order structures are coupled through
the λn reaction coordinate since it is through this coordinate that the transition from a
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structure to the other takes place. The current Jn,λ thus corresponds to the rate at which
first order structures disappear to form second order structures and equally to the rate of
appearance of second order structures. The Fokker-Planck equations for both processes
are also coupled through the boundary conditions. For instance, for first order structures,
the flux Jn,γ(1, t) is the flux of structures composed of n BB which are induced to start






|Γn+1,i)=0 = Jn,γ(1, t) = −Jn+1,γ(0, t) (4.6)
The activation process for which activated BB or A1 structures are formed is described by
the activation coordinate (αB), where the probability density to find a building block in its
Bth activated state (p
′
B(αB, t)) is described by a FPE as can be seen in the supplementary
information. Particularly, in the present case, B = 0, 1, which corresponds to the precursors
of the activated block.
4.4 Results and discussion
We have computed the probability distributions corresponding to a coarse graining descrip-
tion in which the probabilities depends only on orientation angle and time, or only time:
pn(θ, t), qn(t), and p
′
b(t). The numerical solution of the kinetic equations has been obtained
by using a finite volume method programmed in MATLAB R©. Details on how to model the
potential barriers φn,i(Γn,i), in terms of diffusivities along the reaction coordinates are given
in the supporting information. From the probabililties we have obtained the concentra-
tions: pn(t) ∝ C
(1)
n (t) (first order structures concentration), qn(t) ∝ C
(2)
n (t) (second order
structures concentration), and p
′
0(t) ∝ CDBC (DBC concentration), p
′
1(t) ∝ CDBC−Me
(DBC − Me concentration) and p1(t) ∝ CDBC−Me2 (DBC − Me2 concentration). We
compute the OH− added from the fluxes (Eq.(4.3), following the mechanism described in
Figure 4.2. To reproduce the Dynamic Light Scattering measurements, we use the fact that
results from Scattering are related to the size of the second order structures, thus from
the results of our model (qn(t)), we obtain the DLS results computing the autocorrelation
function of the average size for second order structures.
In Figure 4.3, we compare the gelation experimental data in which an activator is added
to the system at t = 0 and at t = 400 hours[9] with the results of our model. The figure
shows a very good agreement of our reults with the experiments, with an error of less than
3% in Figure4.3(a) and of about 8% in Figure4.3(c). The errors become smaller when
increasing N .
In the experiments, the fundamental building block is N,N-dibenzoyl-(L)-cystine (DBC),
the activator is Methyl Iodide (MeI), the activated block is DBC −Me2, the first order
structures are the linear fibers formed from DBC by sequential reaction and the second or-
der structures is the gel, formed by agglomeration of linear fibers. Dis-assembly takes place
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Figure 4.3: Numerical results (black lines) vs experimental data (hollow circles), obtained
from [9]. In (a) experimental DBC concentration [mM] are shown in gray
circles. In (b) experimental DBC−Me and DBC−Me2 concentration [mM]
are shown in black and gray circles. In (c) experimental data of DLS are shown
by gray circles, while DLS from simulation were reproduced computing the
concentration correlation function. In (d) experimental OH− added [mmol]
are showed in a dashed gray line.
because of hydrolysis. The pH is controlled by adding OH− [9]. Further from our model,
the concentration of DBC −Me2 is proportional to p1, the DLS spectrum is computed
from the concentration of each structure, which is related to the probability obtained from
FPE. Using the expression of the current given in Eq.(4.3), and following the mechanism
described in Figure4.2, it is possible to find the concentrations of DBC, DBC −Me and
H+, as is shown in the supporting information.
The evolution in time of the probability distribution of the spatial orientation of the
most probable linear fibers is showed in the colormap of Figure 4.5.After adding the ac-
tivator at 400 hours, gelation is re-initiated with a dramatic change in the most probable
orientation of linear fibers, from 90 to 30 degrees. Because of the re-initialization caused
by the complete hydrolysis (dis-assembly) of the gel, the assembly is re-initiated from an
equilibrium state (random configuration). In Figure 4.4, we show snapshots of the gelation
process obtained at different times. As can be observed, there is a correspondence between
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(a) 100 hours (b) 200 hours
(c) 300 hours (d) 500 hours
(e) 600 hours (f) 700 hours
(g) 800 hours (h) 900 hours
Figure 4.4: Snapshots of the gelation process, taken every 100 hours. Green bars represent
the aggregated fibers whereas the red bars indicate the non-aggregated fibers.
the snapshots with the DLS measures shown in the Figure 4.3(c).
4.5 conclusions
The results obtained indicate not only that the proposed model reproduces the main fea-
tures of gelation experiments with great accuracy, but also contributes to get new insights
in the dynamic evolution of NESA structures. Our model enables us to rationalize how a
transient organization in the system, involving intermediate aggregation states , precedes
the appearance of the most complex structure, the gel (see Figure 4.4). Further, the model
allows to describe the evolution of internal configuration or architecture of structures at
the meso-scale [22] (see Figure 4.5).
Currently, there is a great interest in the control of hydrogels structures in order to
develop alternative ways for drug delivery [83].Additionally, the structure of hydrogels in
engineered tissues is fundamental in order to ensure compatibility to native tissues accord-
ing to their porosity and microarchitecture [84]. Also there is a great interest to know the
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Figure 4.5: Colormap for the time evolution of the probability distribution of the spatial
orientation of self-assembled structures of order one. At t =400 hours the
gelation process is reinitiated.
effect of the temperature in the assembly of different structures [85], particularly in the
gel properties because changes in the temperature may promote the transition from hy-
drophilicity to hydrophobicity [86] and trigger structural color changes in thermo-sensitive
gels [87], which are important in biomedical applications. In the field of new materials,
the interest is increasing to the understanding of self-assembly of particles, mainly driven
by light, to design nanodevices and sensors because these have the advantage of a remote
and non-invasive control of processes. Where the sensitivity and resolution of the devices
depend on the self-assembled structure [53, 88, 89]. All these issues could be analyzed un-
der the framework of our model.
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5 Macroscopic Liesegang Patterns
formation as a Non-Equilibrium
Self-Assembly Process.
Abstract: A general model describing the NESA process was presented in chapter 3. Now
we want to develop a macroscopic model from the presented model to show the generality
of the mechanism involved in the formation of NESA structures. Particularly we choose
a system where spatial patterns appear spontaneously, because of the self-assembly of
mesostructures, to validate the model. We reproduce the Liesegang rings features and
the size of the structures composing the patterns. Also the model proposed describes the
non-isothermal nature of the phenomenon and massless patterns (energetic patterns) were
obtained. Thus in this chapter we show the generality of the model proposed in chapter 3.
5.1 Introduction
Non-equilibrium self-assembled (NESA) structures are built from discrete and fundamental
components, named as building blocks (BB), sustained by matter and energy dissipation
processes [8, 25]. For closed systems, once dissipative processes are finished, thermody-
namic states of NESA structures can be meta-stable or stable [11], which depend on the
system conditions. Understanding dissipative processes involved in the BB self-assembly is
key in designing new materials for useful applications such as catalysis [90], energy storage
[48], and medicine [91, 92].
In some biological, chemical, physical and geological systems can be observed the sponta-
neous emerging of NESA structures from dis-ordered components forming spatial-temporal
patterns [93, 94]. One of the spontaneous pattern formed is the periodic precipitation of
insoluble solids [95], known as Liesegang phenomenon, where complex mesoscopic struc-
tures compose the patterns, such as well-defined rings (bi-dimensional system) or bands
(one-dimensional system) with special spatial characteristics [10]. Liesegang patterns have
been studied for many years because of the theoretical importance on chemistry [96] and
potential applications on material science [97]. Modifying Liesegang patterns, it has been
possible to obtain well-defined size mesoparticles [27], or surfaces with nano-patterns [97].
For instance, the spatial features of the patterns have been modified by external electric
fields [98]. Further, design of patterns have been addressed and controlled by temperature,
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ionic force and light intensity [97], gel quality and concentration [99], charged and modified
nanoparticles [94]. However, the proposed mechanisms for these systems are only based on
diffusion-reaction-precipitation and the proposed models do not consider thermal effects,
neither the BB role in the emergence of the structures.
Here we propose a macroscopic mechanism for the non-equilibrium self-assembly of meso-
scopic structures which compose the Liesegang patterns. Further we develop a mathemati-
cal model to describe the two-dimensional Liesegang pattern formation in a non-isothermic
conditions. Specifically the model gives information about the structures size, pattern po-
sition, and structures concentration. The main aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the
generality of the general mechanism and model proposed in chapter 3 and validate it with
experimental data.
5.2 Model: Liesegang patterns
First we describe the process from the NESA processes and we proposed the macroscopic
mechanism. Second we condense our previous general model (chapter 3) to deduce macro-
scopic expressions, obtaining partial differential equations. The equations system is solved
using finite volume method. After we proceed to estimate numerically the parameters to
carried out a quantitative validation of the model.
5.2.1 Macroscopic mechanism
In some reaction-diffusion systems supported by a gelatin matrix, Liesegang patterns ap-
pear due of the periodical precipitation of insoluble solids. The whole process is caused
by non-homogeneous initial conditions. These conditions are established placing only the
outer electrolyte in the left side of the system, while the inner electrolyte is placed in the
right side. Both electrolytes are separated by a membrane, and once the membrane is
removed, the outer electrolyte spread into the right side, thus reacting with the inner elec-
trolyte. The product of the reaction interact strongly with itself, producing a small and
soluble structure. The structure is thermodynamically unstable, then it tends to separate
from the solution (aqueous system), forming non soluble structures (nuclei). After the
non soluble structures reach a threshold value in their concentration, the agglomeration
process is triggered, producing clusters which precipitate. Because the nuclei concentra-
tion decreased as a consequence of the agglomeration, the precipitation ceases and nuclei
started to accumulate until reaching its limit. Thus the whole process starts again until
one of the electrolytes is consumed completely.
Specifically in the experiments [27], the outer electrolyte is silver nitrate (AgNO3), then
inner electrolyte is potassium dichromate (K2Cr2O7), and the product of the reaction is
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silver dichromate (Ag2Cr2O7).
Generally in NESA processes, we find different kind of structures defined by its com-
plexity, and three steps for its build (Activation, self-assembly and dis-assembly) [chapter
3 ]. In the studied system [27], we identify two kinds of structures and two steps in the
NESA process: Activation and self-assembly taking place in first and second order struc-
tures formation [chapter 3 ]. Now, we identify and re-define the components in the pro-
cess: Let AgNO3 be C (the activator), K2Cr2O7 be B (the dis-activated building block),
Ag2Cr2O7 be A (the activated building block), (Ag2Cr2O7)n(aq) be An (first order struc-
ture), (Ag2Cr2O7)n(s) be G (second order building block), and lAg
+((Ag2Cr2O7)n(s))m be
Gm (second order structure). In the system, there is not re-dissolution of the solids because
of the thermodynamics conditions, therefore dis-assembly step does not take place. NESA
mechanism for the macroscopic pattern formation is given by four processes: first order
activation (process 1, chemical reaction), first order self-assembly (process 2, chemical re-
action), second order activation (process 3, phase change), and second order self-assembly
(process 4, aggregation), which are written as,
2C + B −−⇀↽− A {5.1}
nA −−⇀↽− An {5.2}
An −−⇀↽− G {5.3}
mG+ lC −→ Gms {5.4}
5.2.2 Macroscopic mathematical model
In the proposed macroscopic mechanism, there are not sequential reactions in the assem-
bly of the structures. We assumed self-assembly of the structures as an average process,
therefore we use the most probable size of the structure. Then we start from the funda-
mental equation, continuity equation, which describes the probability to find a structure
having n BB [chapter 3 ] or the probability to find certain component in the Γ space. The
space is defined as Γ = [r, γ, θ], where r is the position vector, γ the internal coordinate of
each sub-process (γ = [γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4]), and θ the internal orientation of the components (or
structure faces). The general continuity equation for the i-th component is given by:
∂pi(Γ, t)
∂t
= −∇Γ · Ji(Γ, t), (5.1)
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where pi is the probability density to find the i
th component, and Ji is the generalized
flux for the ith component in the Γ space. Assuming uncoupled process among the sub-










Ji,j,γ(γj, t)−∇θ · Ji,θ(θ, t), (5.2)











where the first term of the right side in Eq.5.3 is related to the convection and diffusion
phenomena, while the second term is related to the jth process (reaction) of the ith com-
ponent. Additionally, in a diluted system, we express the concentration (Ci) as the initial
concentration of the limit reactive (building blocks) times the probability. Also, using the
quasi-stationary approach (chapter 3), we obtain the mass balance for component,
∂Ci(r, t)
∂t





taking in mind that ṙi,j is the i
th rate for each process. Because the experiment in [27]
was done in a bi-dimensional system, where a gel was used to avoid the convective effects,













with Jd,i as the diffusive flux, Jd,i(r, t) = −Deff
∂Ci
∂r
. Eq. 5.5 is the macroscopic balance
equation describing the NESA process for the formation of macroscopic patterns.
Rates expressions for the processes comes from the fluxes computed in the quasi-stationary
approach. Each rate expression has a characteristic Arrhenius factor, which comes from
the approximation of the diffusion along the reaction coordinate [24, 55]. Rates different
from classical law mass action are caused by non ideal interactions, resumed in the activity
coefficient.
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First order activation rate is a first order kinetic expression in the building block concen-
tration (CB) and second order in the activator (CC)(Eq. 5.6). For first order self-assembly,
we approach the whole process as the reaction between the structure composed of n − 1
blocks and the activated building block (A), however there is not information about An−1,
then taking into account the kinetic dependence of two reactants, we have a second order
kinetic in the activated building block concentration (CA)(Eq. 5.7). Second order acti-
vation rate is a kinetic expression of first order in the first order structure concentration
(CAn)(Eq. 5.8).
Now we will focus in the more complex rate, which is related to the aggregation process,
because there is a threshold limit in its precursor concentration, auto-catalytic effects,
and stabilizing effect from excess electrolyte (activator, C). To describe the effect of the
limit concentration, the Heaviside function is used. Under the threshold concentration, an
auto-catalytic effect of the second order structure is expected due to the structure tends
to minimize the superficial area to be more stable, also the precursor (G), has a role in
the assembly of the structure. Therefore under the threshold concentration, we find a
second order kinetic in the second order structure concentration (CGm) and first order
in the precursor (CG). Upper the threshold, we have the same kinetic contribution than
under the limit, however an extra contribution is identified because the stabilization effect
from the electrolyte in excess. Here the electrolyte (C) has a first order contribution in
the kinetic, and the precursor (G) a second order contribution due to the agglomeration



























if CG < Clim
k4(T )CGC
2
Gm + k4(T )CCCG(CG − Clim) if CG ≥ Clim
(5.9)
from Eq. 5.6-5.9, we can write the ṙi,j fluxes using stoichiometry for the physical-chemical
processes 1-4. As the rates depend on the temperature and the process is expected to be
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with Je,i as the generalized energy flux, where Je,i = −keff
∂T (r,t)
∂r
and keff the effective
thermal conductivity. In a diluted-aqueous-reactive media with small changes in temper-
ature, the energy e(r, t) per volume unit can be written as e(r, t) ≈
∑
i Cihi, where the
specific enthalpy hi is the sum of the standard formation enthalpy and the enthalpy re-
lated to the capacity heat, hi ≈ h
0
i + cp,i(T − Tref ). Now using the last relations, Eq.5.5

























with ∆hj as the ”reaction” heat of the process. The first term in the Eq.5.11 is related
to heat diffusion, second term takes into account the energy flux due to concentration
gradients, and the last term is the heat generation produced (or consumed) by exothermic
(or endothermic) processes.
The mathematical model is composed of Eq. 5.11 and Eq.5.5 for each component, with




CC,0 if r < rlim




CB,0 if r ≥ rlim
0 if r < rlim
(5.13)
Cw,0 = 1000CC,0, ∀r (5.14)
Ci,0 = 0, fori = A,An, G,Gm ∀r (5.15)
where Cw is the water concentration and rlim is the position of the membrane separating
both electrolytes at t < 0. Finally, as we mentioned, the concentration of the electrolyte in
excess stabilize the second order structure. Then we assume that low concentration in the
electrolyte causes growth in the structure in order to decrease the surface of the structures,
while high concentration keeps the size and ceases the growth because of the stabilizing
effect. Therefore the diameter of the structure (d) is function of the local concentration
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of the electrolyte in excess (CC). Also, the number of second order building blocks (G)
composing the second order structure, m, is function of the diameter. The expression for






where the numerator is the structure weight and the denominator the weight of the
building block (WA). ǫ is a packing factor, which is around 0.6 for the present case, and
ρGm is the structure molar density. And 〈d〉 is the average diameter.











































(b) Illustrative simulation results
Figure 5.1: Illustration of the experiment and qualitative results. (a) sketch of the exper-
imental setup and SEM micrograph of spatial pattern consisting of quasiperi-
odic precipitation rings/bands. Bands are numbered from the first visible
one outside the diffuse zone. Figure taken from [27].(b) bands distribution ob-
tained form simulation. In the colormap, black color correspond to the highest
concentration of precipitated structures, while white color correspond to zero
structure formation (structures concentration equal to zero).
Solving numerically this equation system by means of finite volume method, and the
appropriate parameters values combination (time and space steps), we reproduce qualita-
tively the experiments obtained in [27] as is shown in Fig. 5.1. Approximated parameter
values (diffusivity, heat capacity, conductivity, standard chemical potential and enthalpy
formation) for each component are taken from the literature. However, we realize that dif-
fusivity for the activator (C) must be four times higher than dis-activated building block
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(B) to reproduce the spatial pattern formation.
Structure diameter is expected to be a function of excess electrolyte concentration. The
expression which describe better the diameter is given by (see procedure in Annexes),
d(r) = d0 + ω ln(CB(rlim)/CB(r)), ∀r > rlim (5.17)
where ω = 16.5nm, and d0 = 200nm. Also, we found m0 = 14000 (corresponding to
d0), where m0 is the size of the clusters in the diffuse zone (solids outside bands) and d0
its diameter. Another parameter values found are n = 140 and l = 1400. Specially for
the kinetic constants, we found that k4 must be (m0n)
2 times bigger than k+1 . The last
relation could be explained because the second order structures concentration (CGm) is,
at least, m0n times smaller than dis-activates building block concentration (CB). Further,
we expect rates R1 and R4 be both around the same order (value), otherwise the balance
between activation and self-assembly rate is broken and only a diffuse zone (patternless)
is obtained. Also we found that the threshold concentration (Clim) value is 0.01CB,0.
Parameters values are shown in supplementary material (Annexes).




















































(b) Structure diameter for each band
Figure 5.2: Experimental and theoretical pattern features for each band. (a) Band vs.
band position [µm], with its wide. Error percentage approximately 6.9%.
(b) Band vs. structure diameter [nm], with its standard deviation. Error
percentage approximately 6.7%. Dashed line evidence non continuity due to
bands apparition is non continuous. Square item represent the point value
of the variable. Grey items represent experimental data taken from [27] and
black items represent theoretical results.
In Fig. 5.1 we show a sketch of the experimental setup and the qualitative experimental
results presented by [27]. Cylinder shown represent the membrane separating both elec-
trolytes. Numerical results are used to reproduced the experimental micro-graph in order
to illustrate the patterns obtained in the bi-dimensional system from the model proposed.
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Also, the numerical results shows approximately the concentration of structures per band.
Fig. 5.2(a) shows non-periodic bands distribution (pattern feature), where the distance
between bands tends to increases. This figure shows a good match between experiments
and simulation results because the numerical solutions are in the expected values obtained
experimentally, having an error lower than 7%. Another pattern feature is related to the
structure diameter per band. Fig. 5.2(b) shows the behavior of the structure diameter for
experiment and simulation, evidencing a good match between them because the numerical
solutions are in the expected values obtained experimentally, having an error lower than 7%.
Nevertheless, we found a small deviation in the behavior between bands 5 − 7, probably
caused by non homogeneous gel matrix which are not taken into account in the model.
Fig. 5.3 resumes Fig. 5.2 and shows quantitatively the validity of our model because
we obtained low error percentages, and describe the patterns behavior, validating the
macroscopic NESA mechanism previously proposed.



























Figure 5.3: Quantitative simulation results vs quantitative experimental data. Band po-
sition [µm] vs. structure diameter [nm].Dashed line evidence non continuity
due to bands apparition is non continuous. Square item represent the point
value of the variable. Grey items represent experimental data taken from [27]
and black items represent theoretical results.
Additionally our model allows us to compute the temperature in the system, which as
far as we know, temperature changes have been neglected in the literature because heat
effects are usually small. Nevertheless temperature gradients produce variation in the
rates, changes in the expression rates, and structural changes in the gel (causing non ho-
mogeneities in the gel matrix) [87]. Further, although temperature changes are spatially
small, system size could be such that gradients are high, as in the present case. Here the
temperature gradient found is approximately 400K/m, which is a considerable value.
In the Fig. 5.4, we show the final temperature profile, where sequential peaks are found
because most part of the processes take place in these positions. Also notice there is a
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tendency in the profile, where the temperature decreases for increments in the position
relative to the membrane initial point. This fact is explained because heat has been
accumulating in this point from the very initial times. Otherwise far from the initial point,
the diffusion, activation and self-assembly processes are less intense and are carried out for
a shorter time. Fig. 5.4 exhibits the non-isothermal nature in some NESA process, giving
us information of it. Furthermore, this temperature pattern can be seen as a massless
pattern, which is not formed from fundamental and discrete building blocks (B) but as a
product of the NESA process. Notice that the massless and Liesegang patterns are coupled,
however in this case the coupling is weak because the systems is diluted and the massless
pattern could only modify mildly the Liesegang patterns. Nevertheless, we expect that
for some conditions, massless patterns could restrict formation of Liesegang patterns (or
temperature gradients).

















Figure 5.4: Temperature profile at final time. Temperature [K] vs. position [µm]. Position
zero (r∗) correspond to the point where the membrane was placed (r = rlim).
A continuous line is plotted because temperature is a continuous variable.
5.4 Conclusions
The results indicate not only that the macroscopic model reproduces the main Liesegang
rings features with high accuracy (see Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3), but also contributes to new in-
sights in the dynamic evolution NESA structures. Our model enables us to rationalize how
from non-homogeneous initial conditions and proposed NESA steps, a transient organiza-
tion process is triggered, involving self-assembled structures, producing complex macro-
scopic spatial structures, the patterns. Further the model allow us to describe the massless
patterns, temperature patterns (see Fig. 5.4), which could emerge in non-isothermal sys-
tems as consequence of the NESA processes.
Although we have discussed the particular case of Liesegang pattern formation, triggered
by NESA process, the proposed general model (chapter 3) could be applied to describe
NESA processes producing mesoparticles and spatial patterns [48]. Currently in material
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science, there is a high interest in the design and control of structures to produce well-
defined size mesoparticles [27]. Alternatively controlling gold nanoparticles size allows to
control the catalytic activity in a reactive system [90]. Recently optical sensors, known as
plasmonic nanosensors, based on metal nanoparticle arrays and single nanoparticles have
shown high potential as analytical tools in chemistry [100], where more stable and uniform
nanoparticles (shape and size) improve the sensing. Additionally, efforts have been done
in order to develop novel synthesis methods, based on bottom-up approach, to produce
well-defined shape organic nanomaterials with potential medical applications [91, 92]. All
these issues could be analyzed under the framework of our model. Also, pattern features
and particle size modifications controlled by external fields (electric and thermal fields)
and gel structure can be studied from our proposed model.
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6 Conjecture of the minimum
dissipative potential
Abstract: In the light of the previous results obtained in chapters 3,4 and 5, we establish
a conjecture to describe the viability of the NESA structures in the organization degree
parameter space, η. Here we define η as a general parameter which must be proportional
to the complexity in a self-organized system. In this chapter we obtain the thermodynamic
viability as a function of the dissipative potential defined from the total entropy produced
(from entropy production only in open systems without characteristic times), finding the
maximum viability at the minimum of the dissipative potential in the η space. We expect
that real systems present structures with maximum viability in most of the cases. On the
other hand, the conjecture can be useful in materials science and nano-technology to control
and optimize self-assembled processes. Finally, this conjecture gives us a different approach
about evolution in self-organized systems, therefore this none-Darwinian approach could
describe the evolution driven by dissipative forces.
6.1 Introduction
Understanding the natural evolution of self-organized systems is mandatory to develop
applications in science and technology based on non-equilibrium self-assembled structures.
Even as Fialkowski, et al. said: “A theory unifying various types of dissipative systems
would not only be relevant to dissipative self-assembled systems, but would ultimately
bring us closer to the understanding of life”[20].
In the beginning, when the earth had no atmosphere a primitive non-equilibrium self-
assembled structure possibly emerged in order to “efficientlly” use sunlight [4]. This prim-
itive structure might have evolved into a more complex structure increasing the entropy
production of the system [5] because entropy production can be defined as “the measure
of the rate of the tendency of Nature to explore available micro-states”[4]. Otherwise, Pri-
gogine hypothesized that self-organized systems in a steady state composed of dissipative
structures produce a lower amount of entropy than non-self-organized systems [8]. Inter-
estingly, there are some particular and amazing systems in nature that exhibit patterned
structures (self-organized). Bejan proposed an approach called the Constructal law, that
explains why some of these systems are formed [73], where the systems are not found nec-
essarily in a state of a maximum or minimum rate of entropy production.
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From these previous works, we realize that entropy production concept seems to be an
important variable but for itself does not enable to predict the evolution of self-organized
systems. Nowhere is there a general statement which relates entropy production with
non-equilibrium self-assembled structures [20]. Nevertheless in the research carried out by
Tetriakov, et al., they found that self-assembled structures in magneto/hydrodynamics
system can be in minimum and maximum entropy production rates, where the most likely
structure is found in the minimum entropy production rates independently of the non-
equilibrium relations [72]. Thus there is an insight that self-organized structures can exist in
different dissipative regimes, where the most efficient structure is also the most likely. But,
we still lacking theory to understand the evolution and the landscape of the likely trajec-
tories which describe the viable configurations (states) for non-equilibrium self-assembled
structures.
Here we introduce the total entropy produced (lost work) in non-equilibrium self-assembly
(NESA) processes as a tool to analyze the viability of NESA structures, which depends on
a general parameter corresponding to the self-organization degree. We hypothesize (our
conjecture) that NESA structures must evolve to configurations such that the dissipative
potential, modeled from the total entropy produced, is a minimum in the organization
parameter space.
6.2 Basis for our conjecture
Here we define the self-organization parameter or just organization parameter as η. We dis-
cuss the definition of the organization parameter which is not a measurement of the order.
Also we mention the use of the total entropy produce instead of the entropy production
(for some systems) as a basis of our conjecture.
6.2.1 Self-Organization parameter, η
It is mandatory to define correctly the parameter which gives information about the orga-
nization degree in a system. Thus for instance, the maximum number of building blocks
which could be self-assembled in a structure out of equilibrium is a good candidate to
be the self-organization parameter. We think that increments in the complexity of the
structures means increment in the organization degree in some way. For example, some
self-organization parameters in biology are related to the number of chromosomes, number
of active genes, micro-tubule length, and maximum number of amino-acids in proteins.
These examples are ideal self-organization parameters because they are elemental param-
eters characterizing the structures. It means that they do not depend on other parameters,
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for a determined system. For instance, the maximum length of a certain polymer depends
exclusively on the nature of the monomers, but not on the initial conditions in the system,
temperature nor pH. These conditions affect the size of the polymer but not its maximum
size. Otherwise, we have non-ideal self-organization parameters characterizing the struc-
tures. They depend on others elemental parameters, where increments in these non-ideal
parameters, do not necessarily causes increments in the complexity of the structures. For
example, the porosity characterizes some gels, but the porosity depends on the maximum
length of the fibers and might depend on the initial conditions. Gels with high or low
porosity are states showing low complexity. Also probably, all possible states as a function
of the porosity exhibit a non-monotonic behavior in the total entropy produced to reach
those states.
6.2.2 Total entropy produced, SP
It must be defined a function which describes the energy required to produce and maintain
the self-organized structures. The entropy production is the first candidate because the self-
organized systems are formed out of the equilibrium. Nevertheless, the entropy production
by itself does not define general processes for definition, due to the systems are dynamic
and having multiple trajectories to evolve. Therefore, the function must take into account
the whole trajectories to build the structure for each time, and the total entropy produced
integrate the whole possible trajectories for the process. The total entropy produced in a








Here, Γ is the space where take place the NESA process. The process time tR is finite,
it is the time required to reach the equilibrium, or the time required to reach a period in
the process. If the process does not have this characteristic time, then the integral is avoid
and we work only with the entropy production. The entropy production σ depend on the
forces and energetic potentials related to self-organization. The total entropy produced in
a self-organized system is finite because the entropy production is finite and tends to zero
for large times (equilibrium). Meanwhile for open systems, if the inputs are not infinities or
non-continuous, the system tends to reach the equilibrium state sooner or later. However,
if the system is open and the inputs carry the system until one stationary state without
some characteristic period of time (oscillation), it must be used the entropy production
instead of the total entropy produced.
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6.3 Conjecture of the viability of self-organized structures
Here we propose a function such that its minima points in an adequate space correspond
to the most viable structures.
6.3.1 First postulate
From an ideal perspective, if the self-organization degree (η) increases, the number of
sub-processes increases, reaching more organized structures, then:
dSP (η)
dη
≥ 0, ∀η (6.2)
in other words, if the organization degree increases, there are more assembly and dis-
assembly steps. Therefore the entropy production increases and consequently the total
entropy produced.
The starting point for our conjecture establish that the most viable structures are found
in minima points of SP in the η space because not only in these points the system is
more efficient energetically but also because favors the maintenance of the self-organized








and from conditions shown in Eq.6.3-6.4, we can analyze the viability of NESA struc-
tures. This first approximation to our conjecture is defined in this way because it takes
into account the ”extra” energy dissipated to “stabilize” a new self-assembled block in
the self-organized structure. In other words, it is the change in the energy dissipated to
produce a small change in the organization parameter. Thus, dSP
dη
is the specific energy
dissipated which is required to keep the structure in certain organization degree η.
Furthermore, systems with structures such that η fulfill Eq. 6.2, but not Eq.6.3 and
Eq.6.4 are viable. Meanwhile, structures such that η do not fulfill Eq. 6.2, Eq.6.3, and
Eq.6.4 are suppose to be less viable. It could be interpreted as structures in a meta-stable
state in the η space, where the structures must tend to reach the nearest minimum state
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in the η space.
Otherwise for non-ideal organization degree (η) parameter, we could find structures such
that Eq.6.2 is not fulfilled because increments in the non-ideal η not necessarily causes an in-
crement in the assembly and dis-assembly steps. This non-ideal behavior means that there
are complex structures (higher η) such that in its assembly process produce lower entropy
than less complex structures. This particular behavior could be caused by a marked non-
sequential assembly/dis-assembly (high degeneration) of higher order structures, generating
more likely trajectories where a specific combination of trajectories trigger less dissipative
processes. However, self-organized systems tend to avoid highly non-sequential processes,
therefore systems described by non-ideal self-organization degree (η) evolve spontaneously
towards more “stable” states in the η space (dSP
dη
= 0). From the previous reasoning, we
could establish that the most viable structures (in minima points of entropy produced)
correspond to the less degenerated system, which is known as self-organized systems.
Farther, systems fulfilling Eq.6.3 and Eq.6.4 evolve into more complex systems dissipat-
ing higher amounts of energy until they reach a mimima state in the η space. This causes
that “evolution” is conditioned by the capacity to trigger changes in the energy dissipated.
Also, we can infer that the most complex systems are not necessarily the most viable be-
cause of the high requirements of energy dissipated. Thus, we can see the “evolution” as
jumps between the more viable states in the η space.
6.3.2 Second postulate
In order to quantify the thermodynamic viability of a structure having a certain organi-
zation degree value, we propose the evolution as a diffusive process in the space of the
organization degree parameter (η). If the jumps over the viable states are enough small,
we can approach the structure evolution as the diffusive process through a dissipative po-
tential, which considers the dissipative nature. Now let A be the dissipative potential and
V be the viability.
Dissipative potential, A
The dissipative potential is defined according to our hypothesis. The potential gives the
information about the energy used to maintain the structures at η, and to evolve them
until η + ∆η. Thus, it is composed by the total entropy produced (SP ), describing the
efficiency; by the variations in the total entropy produced respect η (dSP/dη), describing
the favorability to have changes in the organization degree; by the spontaneity to produce
changes (d2SP/dη
2), and by the temperature (T ). Defining consistently the entropy poten-
tial with our hypothesis, it must increases if (SP ) increases, it must increase proportionally
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to |dSP/dη| if dSP/dη 6= 0, it must increase proportional to |d
2SP/dη
2| if dSP/dη < 0, and


















where Eq.6.5 is consistent with the hypothesis, because the minimum value of the dis-
sipative potential is found for η such that Eq.6.3 and Eq.6.4 are fulfilled. Also, c1 and
c2 are positive constants and it must be defined. To find the constants, we optimize the






























as the first and second derivative of A respectively. Notice that we
have not a constant values because they could depend on A (η), therefore they need to be
evaluated for some η. Also notice that the constants are defined by absolute values because
they are positive (by definition).
Now we need to know the appropriate η to evaluate the constants. Because we are opti-
mizing A, we must search for the optimum c1 and c2 values respect η. Specifically, we are
not interested in the minima points because we could get c1 = 0 and c2 = 0, also we are not
interest in not finite values (infinite) which do not gives us information about the evolution.
Thus, we are looking for the finite maxima values of c1 and c2, at some η = η
∗. Notice
that self-organized structures comes from discrete-fundamental building blocks, then the
η parameter is a discrete variable, but we are using the continuous approach.































6 Conjecture of the minimum dissipative potential
Thermodynamic viability, V
The viability is not the probability of finding certain structure, it is the quantification of
the spontaneity degree for that a structure could adopt a defined configuration in the space
of the organization degree parameter (η).
Once we have defined appropriately the dissipative potential, we proceed to obtain the
viability equation. First, we see the viability as a conservative variable because it must







second, we propose the evolutionary flux in the η space over the dissipative potential as
a function of the viability times the dissipative field (E) gradient, then we have:




where the mobility M(V) along the η space is written as a constant (diffusivity over





and the dissipative field is defined as,
EV(η, t) = kBT ln(V) +A(η). (6.13)
Substituting Eq.6.13 and Eq.6.12 in Eq.6.11, and after inserting it into Eq.6.10, we obtain
the continuity equation for the viability. Nevertheless, we are interested in the solution
at t → ∞, for a time such that the whole evolutionary process in the η space is finished.









with solution given by








where the most viable structures are found in minima points of the dissipative potential
in the η space!. Finally for finite η space, the viability can be approached as the probability,
where the integral of the viability must be finite, i.e,
∫
∀η
V(η)dη = C. (6.16)
We find that Eq.6.15 include the results presented by Tetriakov, et al., where for a steady
state system exhibiting two possible organization degree (two different structures), finite
η space, the probability to find one structure is given by the energy dissipation (Entropy





[72]. Otherwise if the space is not
finite, the integral of the viability is not finite and it could not be seen as the probability.
6.4 Conclusions
Here we obtain an expression relating the viability and the dissipative potential, finding
that minima values in the dissipative potential correspond to maxima values in the via-
bility of the structures. Further, the general viability equation deduced (Eq.6.15) predicts
the results found by Tetriakov, et al. [72]. However, the conjecture must be tested in other
NESA systems to prove generality.
Otherwise, assuming general our conjecture, this can be used to predict thermodynamic
states in NESA systems a priori, using theoretical models as presented in chapter 4 and
5. The conjecture can be useful in materials science and nanotechnology to control and
optimize self-assembled processes. Finally, this conjecture gives us a different vision about
evolution in self-organized systems, therefore this none-Darwinian approach could describe
the evolution driven by dissipative forces.
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7 Thermodynamic viability of NESA
structures: Gel and Liesegang
patterns
Abstract: In the framework of the chapter 6, we validate our conjecture for two systems
presented in chapters 4 and 5. We found that according with experimental data and model
validation, the real systems present structures corresponding to the maximum viability.
Therefore, we expect that real systems present structures with maximum viability in most
of the cases.
7.1 Introduction
Dissipative structures in steady state composing self-organized systems are expected to
dissipate less energy than non-self-organized systems for the same conditions [8]. Some
natural systems, even self-organized systems, are expected to be in the maximum entropy
production rate [5]. Self-assembled structures in magneto/hydrodynamics system can be in
minimum and maximum entropy production rates, where the most likely structure is found
in the minimum entropy production rates [72]. Additionally, self-organized structures must
evolve in such way that it provides easier access to the imposed currents that flow through
it, where the structures could be in a maximum or minimum entropy production state [73].
However, we realize that there is not a general statement relating the entropy produc-
tion and the thermodynamic viability of the self-organized structures. Because for us, the
entropy production is the most important tool to analyze systems out of equilibrium due
to it takes into account the whole possible trajectories. Therefore in the previous chapter
we presented the conjecture of the viability of self-organized structures, where we expect
that real systems, in most of the observation are in the maximum viability. We test the
conjecture over two case studies: Gelation process, and Liesegang patterns formation.
7.2 Entropy production for study cases
To perform the analysis, first we need to know the entropy production of the processes.
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7.2.1 Entropy production in gelification process
The entropy production as a function of the organization degree parameter in the gelifica-







where N is the maximum number of assembled blocks in a structure and our organization
degree parameter (η = N). χ is the order of the structure (first and second order structure),
with χ = 1, 2. n is the number of building blocks (BB) assembled (or the nth step of the
process), with n = 1, ..., N . σχn is the entropy production caused by the activation, assembly





with σχn,i given by Eq. 4.2 for a specific process and order structure.
7.2.2 Entropy production in Liesegang pattern formation
The entropy produced in the Liesegang patterns formation in a non-isothermal media
has three components: entropy produced by heat diffusion, mass diffusion and physical-
chemical processes (Eq.7.3). These processes are based on the NESA mechanism for the
macroscopic pattern formation, which are composed of four processes: first order activation
(chemical reaction), first order self-assembly (chemical reaction), second order activation
(phase change), and second order self-assembly (aggregation), as shown in chapter 5. The
entropy production as a function of the radial position and the organization parameter (η)
can be deduced from Eq.5.5 5 and Eq. 5.11 and second law [64], obtaining




















i /kBT )− exp(µ
r
i/kBT )) (7.3)
here k correspond to the components and i to the physical-chemical processes. Also,
the entropy production by physical-chemical processes is non-linear in the driving force
(chemical potential) as is shown in Eq.7.3. The organization degree parameter η is 1/ω
because it computes the size variation of the structures along the patterns conforming the
Liesegang patterns, giving a notion of degree of complexity in the system.
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7.3 Results and discussions
Using the models proposed in the previous chapters for gelification and Leisegang patterns,
and based on the definition of the total entropy produced, and by the entropy production
rate for each process, we can find the total entropy produced as a function of the organi-
zation parameter to prove our conjencture.
7.3.1 Gelification process
According to the result previously showed in chapter 4, now we show in the Fig.7.1 the
entropy production in the whole gelification process for two different values of N . Here
we show the entropy production for N = 11 and N = 29 because the difference between
profiles give enough and clear illustration.







































(a) Entropy production rate for N = 11










































(b) Entropy production rate for N = 29
Figure 7.1: Dimensionless entropy production rate [σ/kB] vs time [hours]. The en-
tropy production have two peaks, showing a change in the dominant process
(from assembly to dis-assembly), where these peaks becomes more spaced and
marked while N increases. Once the dis-assembly as a dominant process con-
sumes completely the structures, the entropy production is zero because the
system reaches its equilibrium state for the given conditions.
In Fig. 7.1 shows a different behavior after adding the activator at 400 hours because the
starting conditions differ due to components that are formed reversibly (MeOH), displac-
ing equilibrium and kinetic states. This behavior support the non-time reversal property
for this NESA processes. Further, we found a difference between the profiles shown in Fig.
7.1(a) and Fig. 7.1(b) in the first part of the experiment (before 400 hours). Specifically,
there are two peaks caused by a first region dominated by assembly and second region
dominated by dis-assembly, where for higher N the difference of the peaks is more marked.
The difference increases because for higher N we have more efficient assembly rates and
higher dis-assembly rates due to more structures are assembled.
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Although entropy production from dis-assembly processes is expected to increases with
N , this one does not increases proportionally to the entropy production from dis-assembly,
evidencing a better use of the energy to build more complex structures. Otherwise, there
is not a marked difference between the profiles for times greater than 400 hours, evidencing
a tendency to decrease the self-assembly efficiency if the residues are not removed from the
system.
For some values of N, we integrate the entropy production over the time interval t = 0
to t = 400 hours, obtaining the total entropy produced and the variations on the total
entropy produced as a function of N , which is shown in Fig. 7.2.





























(a) Total Entropy produced





















(b) Variations in the total Entropy produced
Figure 7.2: Total entropy produced and variation in the total entropy produced vs max-
imum number of BB. Simulations results are presented in gray squares and
the trend of the simulation results is presented in a continuous black line.
The trend is described by the function: S∗P = 457.2700 tanh((N − 10)/100) +
133.024, ∀N > 4, and it is used to compute the derivate (dSP/dN). (a) N
as an ideal organization degree parameter allows the illustration of the total
entropy produced as a monotonic and asymptotic function.(b) Variations in
the total entropy produced to increase the degree of organization (complex-
ity) gives us the information to know the most viable structure, a gel network
composed of infinite assembled blocks.
Fig. 7.2(a) shows a monotonic and asymptotic behavior in the total entropy produced
as a function of the organization degree parameter N . In this case N is an ideal organi-
zation degree parameter. Also the asymptotic behavior evidence an ideal process which
for high organization degree parameter, it tends to increase its complexity without higher
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energy dissipation. Further, the magnitude of the total entropy produced is in agreement
with previous result [24]. In the quasi-stationary approach, the total entropy produced
is approximately 127.8J/Km3. This relatively low value is justified by the fact that the
approach done condense several processes in only one (aggregation).
Fig. 7.2(b) shows a non-monotonic and asymptotic behavior of the variations for the
total entropy produced as a function of N . Here we found a maximum around N = 10
caused by a change in the behavior between the higher increments in the energy dissipated
by the assembly (N < 10) to higher increments in the energy dissipated by dis-assembly
process (N > 10), as previously was shown in Fig. 7.1(b). Moreover, for N ≥ 10 we have a
monotonic and asymptotic behavior, where the conditions described by Eq.6.4 and Eq.6.3
are satisfied in N → ∞, as is illustrated in Fig.7.3. Therefore the most viable structures
are expected to have an infinity size, which corresponds to the case of an ideal gel ma-
trix. Further, we can infer that systems having finite N could exist, but they will tend to
increase the maximum number of building blocks assembled in the structures increasing
the total entropy produced to reach a more viable state. Otherwise, systems with N ≤ 10
must overcome a high change in the total entropy produced to reach a state which favors
the natural evolution (or tendency) to arrive at the most viable state.


















Figure 7.3: Viability vs maximum number of BB. For this system c1 = 2494.2, c2 = 100.25
and k0 = max(V)
Fig.7.3 shows the behavior of the thermodynamic viability against an ideal organization
degree parameter. Here we found that structures having a maximum number of assembled
BB lower than 400 is almost zero. While structures having more than 700 are completely
viable. Nevertheless, it is possible to observe systems with structures having a maximum of
assembled building blocks between 400 and 700, but not completely viable. Additionally,
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the organization degree parameter space is not finite, therefore the viability can not be
seen as the probability to find a structure with determined N . Moreover, we highlight the
fact that for a system having a maximum number the BB, N , also we can find structures
having less than N BB [chapter 3,chapter 4 ]. Finally, Fig.7.3 illustrates the fact that gels
tend to form highly interconnected structures with several fibers and BB composing it
because they are thermodynamically more viable.
7.3.2 Liesegang pattern formation
According to the result previously presented in chapter 5, now we show in the Fig.7.4 the
total entropy produced and the variations in the total entropy produced for the Liesegang
pattern formation process as a function of the organization degree parameter (η), 1/ω.
From Eq.5.17, the amplitude factor ω represents the amplitude in the size change of the
structures along the patterns (1/ω represents the uniformity).



























(a) Total Entropy produced





















(b) Variations in the total Entropy produced
Figure 7.4: Total entropy produced and variation in the total entropy produced [J/Km3]
vs 1/ω. Simulations results are presented as a continuous black line, while es-
timated state (chapter 5 ) from experimental data [27] is represented by a gray
square. (a) the total entropy produced has two minima points, where the real
system was found to be in the global minimum (gray square).(b) Variations
in the total entropy produced confirm the existence of minima and a maxi-
mum point. Red dashed line correspond to dSP/d(1/ω) = 0. In the Annexes
are shown other features of the Liesegang patterns, which are illustrative in
order to understand better the non-monotonic behavior of the total entropy
produced.
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Specifically for large ω values, the system exhibit a low organization degree because the
dispersion in the size is high, while for low ω values the system exhibits a very uniform size
distribution. Maximum ω (and minimum 1/ω) value correspond to the limit found such
that the systems does not form Liesegang patterns. Fig. 7.4(a) shows two minima and
one maximum points, for total entropy produced, as a function on the organization degree
parameter 1/ω. In this case, 1/ω is a non-ideal organization degree parameter because
the total entropy produced in not a monotonic function. Additionally, ω depend on initial
conditions, therefore is a composed parameter. In annexes is shown the dependence of the
number of rings and average distance between rings to support the fact that 1/ω is not an
ideal organization parameter.
Fig. 7.4(b) shows a non-monotonic behavior in the variations on the total entropy pro-
duced as a function of 1/ω. Here we found an invariant behavior (constant increment in the
total entropy production) for 1/ω > 0.12, evidencing a change in the patterns formation
mode, thus variations in the energy dissipated to increase the uniformity is constant, there-
fore the viability for structures such that 1/ω > 0.12 is expected to be almost the same
and different from zero. Moreover, for 1/ω = 0.06061 (ω = 16.5)the conditions described
by Eq.6.4 and Eq.6.3 are satisfied. Therefore the most viable structures are expected to
have a considerable size variations along the patterns, which corresponds to the case of the
real Liesegang patterns [27].




















Figure 7.5: Viability vs uniformity degree (1/η). For this system c1 = 0.7688, c2 = 0.4494
and k0 = max(V). Gray square correspond to the estimated value of size
dispersion degree for the real system.
Fig.7.5 shows the behavior of the thermodynamic viability against the organization de-
gree parameter (1/ω). Here we found that systems exhibiting a marked difference in the
structures size among the spatial patterns (low uniformity degree, 1/ω = 0.06061 ) is the
most viable, corresponding to experimental results [27]. Otherwise structures having lower
uniformity degree than 0.06061 are not viable.
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Furthermore, Fig.7.5 shows other peak close to the maximum viability value, having
around half of the maximum viability. This peak could evidence a high possibility to
find this particular system having a organization degree value around 0.06897. Therefore
systems exhibiting ω = 14.5 are highly expected, not only systems with ω = 16.5. Ad-
ditionally for ω = 10 (1/ω = 0.1), where is localized the other minimum and where the
conditions showed in Eq.6.4-Eq.6.3 are fulfilled, we have a low viability value. It could be
caused by the high barrier between both minima, thus most of the states cannot jump (or
cross) toward the other minimum. Alternatively, it could happen because the systems could
evolve easily towards more uniform structures. This last fact is supported due to for high
organization degree (high uniformity), the viability is not zero. Finally, Fig.7.5 illustrates
the fact that Liesegang patterns tend to be composed of structures with a marked size
difference in each pattern, however it is possible to find systems exhibiting high uniformity
because the viability is not zero.
7.4 Conclusions
We proved the conjecture for two specific NESA systems with experimental data (see
Fig.7.3 and Fig.7.5). However, the conjecture must be tested on more NESA systems to
prove generality.
From the total entropy produced (see Fig.7.2 and Fig.7.4) can be deduced the dissi-
pative potential, showing the usefulness of the concept of entropy production to analyze
self-organized systems and the viability of assembled structures.
Our results shows that NESA structures can be found in the maximum (gel formation,
Fig.7.2) or minimum [8] (Liesegang patterns, Fig.7.4) entropy produced. Which is in
agreement with the results presented by Tetriakov, et al., showing that diverse structures




Non-equilibrium self-assembled (NESA) structures have been recognized as important com-
ponents in nano-technology, advanced materials and even the basis of the life. Further,
NESA structures are built from fundamental and discrete building blocks, where several
functional kinds of structures can be obtained as a function of the building block and the
dissipative nature of the process. But we lacked a general mechanism which describes the
assembly of structures from these fundamental blocks.
In chapter 3, we defined a general fundamental building block, the order of the structures
in NESA systems and the fundamental sub-processes composing the whole NESA process.
Additionally, we proposed a mathematical model based on mesoscopic non-equilibrium
thermodynamics (MNET), obtaining a system of Fokker-Plank equations which describe
the dynamic of the structures in NESA systems. The mechanism and model were validated
satisfactorily using as a cases study the gelification process in chapter 4 and Liesegang
patterns formation process in chapter 5. Also, the model enabled us to know the internal
architecture of the structures, profiles of the average size of the structures and temperature
profiles. It is important to highlight the fact that by means of the MNET, we developed a
kinetic model for the assembly of structures in the mesoscale.
From our general mechanism and model, now it is possible to analyze the dynamic of
the whole possible trajectories in the building of NESA structures. Also, it enables to
rationalize how a transient organization in the system, involving intermediate structures,
precedes the appearance of the most complex structure. The Smoluchoowski aggregation
equation was found to be a particular case for non-sequential self-assembly. Thus the
present findings open a new window to study, describe, and understand the NESA process
and structures from a non-equilibrium thermodynamic approach.
The model presented can, in general, be applied to the formation of other NESA struc-
tures and the processes leading to them [22]. There is currently a great interest in the
control of hydrogels structures in order to develop alternative ways of drug delivery [83].
To know what is the effect of the temperature on the properties of gels is of great interest
because changes in the temperature may promote the transition from hydrophilicity to
hydrophobicity [86] and trigger structural color changes in thermo-sensitive gels [87] which
are important in biomedical applications. All these issues could be analyzed under the
framework of our model.
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Currently in material science, there is a high interest in the design and control of
structures to produce well-defined size mesoparticles [27]. Alternatively controlling gold
nanoparticles size allows to control the catalytic activity in a reactive system [90]. Recently
optical sensors, known as plasmonic nanosensors, based on metal nanoparticle arrays and
single nanoparticles have shown high potential as analytical tools in chemistry [100], where
more stable and uniform nanoparticles (shape and size) improve the sensing. Additionally,
efforts have been done in order to develop novel synthesis methods, based on bottom-up
approach, to produce well-defined shape organic nanomaterials with potential medical ap-
plications [91, 92]. All these issues could be analyzed under the framework of our model.
Also, pattern features and particle size modifications controlled by external fields (electric
and thermal fields) and gel structure can be studied from our proposed model.
On the other hand, NESA structures are poorly understood, mostly because of the lack
of general variational principles governing their behaviors (we cannot minimize some ther-
modynamic potential). It is accepted that nature could prefer less dissipative structures to
be more efficient, but it also allows thermodynamically more dissipative structures to use
in a better way external sources and reach states energetically more favorable (or viable).
Moreover, there is not a general statement relating the thermodynamic viability of the
NESA structures (or probability to find a structure) with entropy production as a function
of the organization degree in the system. Few studies which relate entropy production to
probability was carried out, these were realized in a system such that entropy production
is only computed from thermal dissipation. Thus, for molecular systems with chemical
reactions and other physical-chemical processes, the entropy production has not been com-
puted in general, and it is not coupled with the models.
However, MNET provided us a natural way to compute the entropy production in NESA
systems. Moreover from the entropy production, in chapter 3 we computed the total en-
tropy produced, which was used to obtain the dissipative potential assuming that minimum
changes in the total entropy produced correspond to the most viable NESA structures.
Also, in chapter 6 we found the viability as a function of the dissipative potential, assum-
ing a diffusive process along the potential in the space of the organization degree parameter.
The expression of the viability is maximum for the minimum dissipative potential, which is
our conjecture for NESA structures. Finally, we tested our conjecture for two case studies
chapter 7, finding that the systems tend to be in the minimum of the dissipative potential
(maximum viability).
Thermodynamic viability for NESA structures, as a function of the entropy produced,
is a new tool to determine if it is possible the formation of certain structures in a sys-
tem. Particularly, the work presented by Tetriakov, et al. is a particular case for a finite
organization degree parameter in steady state systems. On the other hand, the results
found in chapter 7 shows that self-organized systems are not ”less” dissipative than non-
self-organized systems (as found in gelification process). Additionally, from results found
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in chapter 7, the maximum entropy production principle is neither fulfilled because, in the
Liesegang patterns formation, the most viable structure does not correspond to the state of
maximum entropy production. Thus, the presented conjecture predicts that as a function
of the systems and phenomena taking place, the NESA structure could be a minimum
or maximum entropy production state, nevertheless, we found that the most viable struc-
tures are in the minimum state of dissipative potential. Moreover, the viability can be seen
as a new variable to describe the evolution of NESA structures driven by dissipative forces.
Finally, the conjecture must be tested in other NESA systems to prove generality and try
to propose a principle or theorem. This might give us a different vision about evolution in
self-organized systems, such that this non-Darwinian approach could describe the evolution




9.1.1 Standard chemical potential per building block
Single and agglomerated fibers are composed of BB. These blocks assembly spontaneously
because the specific standard chemical potential per assembled block µ̂0n decrease with the
number of blocks (µ̂0N < µ̂
0
n). This potential can be estimated using a simple relation









where x1 and xN are the concentrations of non-assembled and assembled BB respectively
at minimum x1 (critical point for large structures). For a given N , knowing x1 and xN we







where ∆µ̂0 = µ̂01− µ̂
0
N . Inserting Eq.(9.2) into Eq.(9.1), we obtain an expression for ∆µ̂
0










now we want to demonstrate that ∆µ̂0 is a monotonic function. Taking the first derivative











≤ 0, x1 ≤ 1, (9.4)






= 0, therefore ∆µ̂0 does
not decrease infinitely. From this expression, we conclude that structures such that n >
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N∗ have the same standard chemical potential. Therefore structures having n assembled
blocks, with n > N∗, have the same probability to be formed. From Eq.(9.4), we obtain:






, ∀N > 1 (9.5)
9.1.2 Standard chemical potential









the standard driving force for the assembly of a linear fiber, with n = 1, ...N . The next
requirements must be fulfilled:
1. dµ0n/dn ≥ 0, ∀n
2. d∆µ0n/dn ≤ 0, ∀n
3. ∆µ0N−1 = 0
4. µ01 = µ̂
0
1
5. µ0N = Nµ̂
0
N
A function fulfilling conditions 1 and 2 is:
µ0n = a0 + a1 exp(a2n). (9.6)
From conditions 3-5 we can be compute a0, a1 and a3. Now let µ
0
g,m be the the standard







driving force for the fibers agglomeration, with m = 1, ...,M = 2N . The next requirements
must be fulfilled:
1. dµ0g,m/dm ≥ 0, ∀m < N
2. dµ0g,m/dm ≤ 0, ∀m > N
3. dµ0g,m/dm = 0, m = N
4. µ0g,1 = µ̂
0
1
5. µ0g,N = Nµ̂
0
N
The function fulfilling the first 3 conditions is:
µ0m = (a3m
2 + a4m+ a5)m, (9.7)
where a3, a4 and a5 are found from conditions 3-5, as well.
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9.1.3 The Potential barrier
In order to model the potential barrier, we first consider the simplest case of a unimolecular
reaction in which A transforms into B. This reaction takes place along a bistable potential
with maximum at γ∗, which is unknown, that correspond to the transition state, in which
only two stable states are present, corresponding to γ = 0 and γ = 1. From these thermo-
dynamic restrictions, we know the first derivatives of the function. Also we establish more
restrictions related to the standard chemical potentials and activation energy at γ = 0,
γ = 1 and γ = γ∗ respectively. Additionally, the potential barrier is related to the equilib-
rium probability distribution to find certain state at γ, therefore if it is assumed that for
γ < γ∗ the state is closer to the state A and for γ ≥ γ∗ the state is closer to the state B,
the potential barrier could be related with the equilibrium distribution. Thus, there are at
least 7 conditions that the potential barrier must fulfill in order to be thermodynamically
consistent.
A function with 6 parameters is proposed, the easiest one is a polynomial of 5th order,








where the constrains are:
φ(0) = µ0A; φ(1) = µ
0
B


































This system of equations can enables to determine γ∗, and ci, i = 0, 1, .., 5. For instance,
for (µ0A − µ
0
B)/RT = 1 and ǫ/RT = 5 we obtain the potential barrier, as is shown in
Figure.9.1
where γ∗ = 0.4746 and the activation energy is Ea/RT = 4.7252 which is smaller than
ǫ/RT . Additionally, the value of the maximum increases if n increases in the assembly of
linear fibers. Thus φn(γ
∗


































Figure 9.1: Dimensionless potential barrier [kBT/kBT]
9.1.4 Fokker-Planck kinetics: activation
The activation of the building block is carried out in two steps, from DBC to DBC −Me
and from DBC −Me to DBC −ME2. Thus, the activation process takes place along the
γq coordinate, where q = 0, 1, 2 corresponds to the q
th activation, with q = 0 representing
DBC, and q = 1 the DBC−Me. Let bq be the probability density to find the q
th activated







with the flux given by:







where J2 correspond to the flux of activated blocks appearing in the system able to
self-assembly. Additionally, b0 and b1 are proportional to the concentration of DBC and
DBC −Me respectively.
9.1.5 Fokker-Planck kinetics: second order structure
The second order structures are described in term of the probability density hn(γn,γd,n, λn, θn, t)/N ,
where Γn = [γn γd,n λn θn]. However, in this can one has, γn ∈ R
⌊n/2⌋, γd,n ∈ R
n−1
because the dis-assembly could produce more than one dis-activated building block and
λn ∈ R due to just one way to dis-activate the second order structure into a first order one

























Values for the diffusivity of each sub-process are presented in the table below. We found
that the diffusivity could depends on N , the maximum number of building blocks that can
be assembled.
First order activation Dact,q 1.1250 ∗ 10
−5
Second order activation D3,n 100
First order self-assembly D1,n 6.25 ∗ 10
6
Second order self-assembly Ds,1,m 10
−10 exp(N)
First order dis-assembly D2,n 116.5 ∗ tanh(0.01 ∗ (N − 10)) + 0.1125
Second order dis-assembly Ds,2,m (8 ∗ tanh(0.01 ∗ (29− 10)) + 1.5)10
9 exp(−N)
9.1.7 Average size fibers
For N = 56 we show the average size of the fibers.

















Figure 9.2: Average size fibers
9.2 Liesegang data
9.2.1 Structure diameter
As was mentioned, the structure growth is inversely proportional to the electrolyte con-










integrating from the limit where was placed the membrane (r = rlim) until r, we have
the relation between the structure diameter and the electrolyte concentration CB:
d(r) = d0 +K ln(CB(r = rlim)/CB(r)), ∀r > rlim (9.14)
9.2.2 Physical properties
Physical properties as thermal conductivity, heat capacity and density are approximately
similar to water around 37.5 Celcius degrees. Diffusivity [m2/s] for each component in the
system is:
DC ∗ 10
10 DB ∗ 10
10 DA ∗ 10
10 DAn ∗ 10
10 DG ∗ 10
10 DGm ∗ 10
10
400 100 100 10 10 0
On the other hand, the standard reaction heat, the estimated activation energy, the for-
ward kinetic constant and the change of the standard chemical potential for each process
is presented:
process 1 process 2 process 3 process 4
k+j [m
3/mol2s] 100 100 100 2.2 ∗ 109
∆h0j/RT −7.6 −384 −0.1 7.6 ∗ 10
4
Ea,j/RT 4 2 2 10
∆µ0j/RT 5 140 0 14000







9.2.3 Liesegang patterns and Agglomeration number
Liesegang patterns are showed in Fig.9.3(a). Agglomeration number as a function of the
position is showed in Fig.9.3(b).
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9.3 Number of rings and average distance between the rings as a function of the organization parameter
































(a) Liesegang patterns from simula-
tions: structures concentration vs.
position


























(b) Agglomeration number per pattern vs. po-
sition
Figure 9.3: Liesegang patterns and Agglomeration number
9.3 Number of rings and average distance between the
rings as a function of the organization parameter
Here we show how the organization parameter 1/ω also affects the number of Liesegang
rings (bands) the average distance between the rings, thus affecting the total entropy
produced. Therefore, here we illustrate how the non-ideal (or fundamental) organization
parameter 1/ω cause the non-monotonic behavior of the total entropy produced.
























   Total entropy produced
Average distance between rings
(a) Average distance between rings























   Total entropy produced
Number of bands
(b) Number of rings
Figure 9.4: Number of rings and average distance between the rings vs organization pa-
rameter 1/ω. Dashed red line correspond to optimal points of the total entropy
produced. Dashed blue lines correspond to inflection points in the total en-
tropy produced.
In Fig. 9.4, dashed red lines shows the match between optimal (maximum and mini-
mum) points of the total entropy produced with inflection points in the amplitude. Dashed
blue lines correspond to inflection point in the total entropy produced and extreme point
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in the amplitude. Nevertheless, first dashed blur line correspond for inflection points for
both function, while last dashed red line correspond to extreme point for both functions.
Related to the number of the bands, in Fig.9.4 we found that sharp jumps (decrements
or high increments) in the number of the bands correspond to inflection points of the total
entropy produced. While extreme points of the total entropy produced are closely related
to the flat region of constant number of bands.
9.4 Viability for uniform structures in Liesegang patterns
Here we explore different values for d0. We found that while for ω the results were marked,
there is not a maximum very marked for some d0, therefore we can say that nature could
evolve in a wide space for d0, as shown in Fig. 9.5(a). Also, the total entropy production
as a function of d0 is shown in the Fig. 9.5(b):
















(a) Viability vs. d0





























(b) Total entropy produced vs. d0
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